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Information On Water Shed BULLETIN
Is Misleading, Spokesman
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Spokesmen for the Board of
the Clarks River Watersheds
stated today that information
concerning the development
program of the Districts that
appeared in the Ledger &
Times on Wednesday was misleading and that the taxpayers
in the County should be properly informed about all statements made.
The spokesmen said that
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"land is not being taken from
landowners for private use. Only Flood Control easements are
being sought. This permits all
land needed for the program
to remain under taxation so
schools, etc will not lose the
(Continued on Page Eight)

Sermon Topics Are
Given For Sunday

SEOUL (UPI) - Communist North Korean infiltrators
ambushed a U.S. Army truck
south of the border Demilitarized Zone DMZ today and
killed all four American GIs
Inside.
The announcement from
the U.N. Command said the
mon were headed south to
their base after servichsg
equipment at • U.N. outpost
on the southern edge of the
buffer strip.
Opening up with small
arms and hurling grenades,
the ambushers caught them
by surprise and then escaped before allied troops arrived later to search the area.
The bodies of the slain
servicemen all wore found
inside the truck. Their names
were withheld pending notification of next of kin.
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Triple A Paducah
Tilghman Defeats
Murray High 39-21
Red Cross
Announces
More Donors

The powerful Paducah Tilghman Tornado defeated a deter.
mined Murray High eleven last
"Sharing Jesus As King" witl
night at McWright Field in Pabe the theme of the sermon by
ducah, 39-21.
Bro. Bill Threet at the 10:40
The Murray Fire Department
The Tornado hit paydirt on
service on Sunday mornwas called to the home of Bill ing at the Seventh and Poplar
the first three times they had
Marvin, 1658 College Terrace Chtleth of Christ.
the ball and the Tigers could
Drive, on Friday at 5:10 p.m.
not overcome the 21 point defiThe morning scripture from
Firemen said some grease on 1 Thessalonians 1:1-10 will be
cit.
the stove had become overheat- read by Ted Howard, Jr.
Tilghman won the toss at the
A total of $742.59 has been start of the game and elected
ed and burned the hood and
The six p.m. Sunday service
collected locally for victims of tc receive the kickoff. The Torcabinet doors. Smoke damage sermon topic will be "Bezaleel"
Hurricane Camille, Lester Naa- nado returned Kip Clopton's
was reported.
RayJohnny
Bro.
Threet.
by
y, Calloway County Red Cross kick to their own 35 yard line
r
burn will read the scripture
reported today.
Chairman
WRONG PREFIX
and started on their first scorfrom Psalms 43.
Latest donors were the Sen- ing drive of the night which
Announcements will be by
ior Adult Sunday School class, was climaxed with a slant pass
In a headline on the women's be Thornton and the song ser
uie
Church, from Kelly to Bolen who was
Baptist
Memorial
prefix
the
Thursday,
on
page
of
vice will be directed by Josiah
The West Murray church
FOUNTAIN COMPLETED - Standing beside the Robert W. Hui* Memorial Fountain
Wayne Flora, Rupert Parks and all alone in the end zone.
Miss was used before the name Darnall. Road,
Doran
on
located
Christ,
Mrs.
Ellis,
Holmes
Mayor
right)
to
at the corner of North Fourth and Olive Streets art (left
Mrs. G. B. Scott.
of Shannon Aune in a Alma
Paducah's next scoring opis having a series of preaching
Robert W. Hui* and Leonard Vaughn, chair nan of the water and sewer committee. Finish
In the Red Cross disaster re- portunity was the result of a
meeting. It should
Club
4-H
beginnweek
one
for
cervices
operation.
in
now
fountain
BRIDGE
is
the
UNIVERSITY
and
completed
beim
fountain
has
the
on
assistance
akeesork
lief and recovery
have been Mr. instead.
recovered Tiger fumble on the
ing Monday night, October 20th.
(Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
operation more than 32,000 Murray 41 yard line. Larry DawOrlando,
of
Needham
P.
James
Women's
University
The
families in the three-state area son took the ball in from the
Bridge Club will meet on Tues- Florida, will be the speaker.
of Mississippi, Louisiana, and cne yard line after a 42 yard
day at 7:30 p.m. at the Student
Alabama have already requestto give the Tornado
Union ballroom cafeteria. All "He is being brought to Mug- ed assistance. The Red Cross. drive
The PAT kick went
lead.
13-0
women associated with the Uni- ray, not as a great lecturer, or has spent $7,675,085 for assisof the goal post 3
right
the
to
(10JS028201) JACKSONVILLE versity are invited to attend. entertainer, or world traveler, tance to these families. With
The Tigcrs could not sustain
the
a
of
as
gospel.
but
preacher
after
or
753-6786
753-7730
Call
and
'
area
the
of
FLA. (AHTNC)- Aviation Orthe rebuilding
a drive after Tilghman's kickoff
dnanceman Airman Apprentice five p.m if you have not been His qualifications for this work business rehabilitation efforts and were forced to punt on
Students at Murray State- Unt
of
realm
are not in the
world- the total to be spent is now estiGary D. Turner, USN, son of contacted.
versity are benefiting from
fourth down. The Tornado rely achievements, but are based mated to exceed $22 million.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Turner of
more than a million dollars in
turned the ball to their own 28
a
upon
CENTER
of
TEEN
word
the
knowledge
YOUTH
contribute
to
"We had hoped
Route 1, Murray, Ky., was grasix federally-supported grant
yard line where they started
of
and
God
ability
to
it
preach
at least $1055." from Calloway their third scoring march of the
duated from the Navy's Aviaand loan programs during the
to
others," a spokesman said. County," Nanny said; "particul-..
The Youth Teen Center of
L&N Magazine has the follow fall semester.
first frame.
About 600 registered nurses tion Ordnanceman "A" School,
Methodist
ing:
ary since we received several
Johnny McDougal, coordinat- ire expected to attend the 63rd Naval Air rechnical Training the First United
Tilghman's Stan Hall made a
be
tonight
each
will
open
Church
planned
were
the
are
scientists
following
French
dollars
Services
Three
thousand
or of student financial aid at annual meeting of the Kentucky Command at Jacksonville, Fla.
sensational diving catch on the
p.m
on
11
from
to
eight
(Saturday)
services
determined to find the cause of the university, said more than Nurses' Association on Octonight at 7:30 with
1965 tornado and $4,356 for vic- Murray five yard line to give
He received instruction or
drunkenness and decided to of- 2,000 grants, loans and scholar- ber 22, 23 and 24 in Louisville. correct usage and repair of for all youth 13-19 years old Sunday at 10:00 and 10:50 a.m. tims of a tornado in 1968 from his team a first and goal and
fer themselves as laboratory ships have been awarded, with All business and program meet- guns, bombs, torpedoes and Chaperons for this Saturday ir addition to the 7:30 p.m. as- the American National Red Coltharpe plunged over the left
Ron- sembly. Everyone is invited to Cross."
subjects.
a number of students involved ings are to be held at the Ken- other armament used on Navy evening are Mr. and Mrs.
side of the line for the score.
ald Beshear.
In a word, they got drunk - in more than one of the pro- tucky Hotel.
attend.
"However, we deeply appre- Tilghman made good a two
planes.
ree nights in a row! The first grams.
ciate the contributions made by point emersion to make the
Among officers to be electgroups and individuals for the score 21-0.
...siht they dtank gin and witAnother 990 students a r e ed are: president-elect, 1st seftit
stricken area. If any one wishes
r; the second night, Scotch working in the federal work- president, and secretary, along
Murray seemed to have gainand water; and the third night, study program. Eligible stud- with 14 delegates to attend the
to make a contribution, small or ed some drive in the second
- vodka, and water. Their con- ents -mgy work as many as 15 ANA Convention, to be held in
large, we will be glad to for- quarter and moved the ball to
clusion was inescapable . .
ward it, from now until Octo- the Tilghman thirteen yard line
hours per week at $1.45 per May 1970 at Miami, Florida.
The obvious cause of drun- hour.
ber 31," he concluded, "Send before a fumble again stifled
The theme of the meeting is
kenness was water, as it was
it to Box 488, Murray, Ky."
A breakdown of the dollar UNITY.
the Tiger drive.
the only constant factor!
Muramounts and number of stufrom
attending
The Tiger defense held the
Those
dents to benefit from the six ray will be Nadine Turner,
Tornado this time and forced
Our Oscar was full of zip this loan and grant programs fol- Anne Todd, Maurleen Neihoff,
them to punt for the first time
morning. We dropped him a lows: National Defense student rtilene Oliver, Dorthy Higginof the night.
lunged
he
shrimp pellet and
loans, $173,050, 610 students; bothan, Shirley Denton, Diane
The punt was downed at the
for it as though it were a educational opportunity grants, Davis, Murray-Calloway County
50 yard line where Murray took
Grasshopper. Stirred things up $75,975, 296 students; nursing Hospital; Vida Trenholm -if
over but the Tiger offense was
in general and swam off to student loans, $36,375.93 stu- Westview Nursing Home; Emaagain stalled by the tough Tilghrepast.
his
enjoy
to
one corner
dents; nursing scholarships, $9,- jean Thurman of Dr. John C
man line.
Polly
office;
200, 49 students; Cuban student Quertermous'
Again the Tiger defense
His eyes are not set in his loans, $500, one student; and Campbell, Mariam Martin, Kastopped the Tilghman drive and
head. He can turn them. Eats federally-insured
(guarantee) thy Culbert, Virginia Harmeythe Tigers took over on their
Earlie Miller of 1106 Mulberwith such voraciousness that student loans, $600,000 to $750,- er, Anne Roney, Jimmye Stephown 31 yard line following the
ry Street died suddenly on Fri- punt. Murray's Tripp Williams
food comes out of his gills.
000, approximately 1,000 stu- enson, Lorain Guyette, Murray
day at two p.m. at the age of made a great catch to keep the
dents.
State University; Dorval Hen67. He was stricken ill while at scoring drive alive as he went
A Guppy simply disappeared.
McDougal said wages earned don of Murray.
work at Hendon's Service Sta. up between three Tornado deDon't know where in the heck by students on the work-study
The opening business meetW. A. Farmer
William Gardner
J. C. Spann
and had started to leave
tion
he went. Nothing but other program will amount to about, ing will be on Wednesday mornfenders to pull down a Porter
. . . Present Moderator
. First Clerk
. . . First Moderator
when death occurred.
home
for
Guppies in the same tank, ex $100,000.
McCuiston aerial.
ing. The keynote address on
He was a member of the
cept for a small docile Catfish
Other forms of student aid Wednesday evening will be givJohnny Williams then threw
New Providence Church of
who spends his day fiddling available are a variety of scho- en by Beverly N. Dunston, Ed.
to Tripp Williams who made
Lodge
Christ and of the Murray
around on the bottom. Some- larships and a university work D., RN., Department of Nurse
another sensational catch a t
No. 105 Free and Accepted Mabody ate him we think, but we program at the same scale as Education, New York Univerthe Tilghman 2 yard line. Bransonscan't figure out who (whom?) the work-study program.
don bulled the ball to the one
aity. The annual banquet will
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. yard line and then carried the
be on Thursday evening with
MulEarlie Elkins Miller, 1106
Fellow says one of the best
ball across the goal to put the
Floyd Edwards, columnist, Lou
berry Street; two daughters, Tigers on the scoreboard for
bargains these days is time left
isville Times as the speaker.
first
The one-hundredth annual were located in Tennessee and ham Gardner served as the
Mrs. Solon (Ernestine) Bucy, the first time of the night with
on the parking meter from
Seven specialty groups will session of the Blood River Asthe others were located in Mar- clerk.
408 South llth Street, Murray, 26 seconds left in the first half.
someone else's nickel.
hold simultaneous sessions on
The number of churches in and Mrs. .1. D. (Paula) Sowell
sociation of Baptists will open shall, Calloway, and Trigg counkick split the uprights
Wednesday afternoon and Frithe Association in 1969 is forty- of Lexington; two step daugh- Clopton's
on Monday, October 20, at seven ties.
Hafford James brings in an
score 21 to 7 when
the
make
to
day morning. General program p.m. at the Elm Grove Baptist
The ministers who participat- seven and the present member- ters, Mrs. Max (Murrelle) WalkOctober 3, 1960 television rethe teams went to the locker
Private First Class William meetings and clinical sessions Church near Murray with W ed in the organization of the ship is 13.304.
Drive,
1111
er,
Murray,
Fairlane
pair bill which amounted to
rooms at halftime.
H. Ross, has returned to the Will be held on Wednesday af- A. Farmer, moderator, presid- Blood.
Since the Association was and Mrs. Charles (Essie) Cald,River Baptist Association
$10.03. The same work today
In the third quarter the TigCorps Recruiting Depot ternoon and Thursday morning ing.
Marine
men
twenty-six
constituted
werS: J. C. Spann, J. A. Spenwell, 703 Chestnut Street, Mur- ers staged a comeback which
would cost $8.15 he says. He
Diego, California, after and afternoon.
San
in
The theme for this year's cer. M. W. Henry, William Skin- have served as Moderator, ray; two sisters, Mrs. Madison
was amazed, he says, to see
Among the program speakstarted with a fifty yard pass
visiting his parents, Mr. and
session is "Living the Spirit of ner, E. L. McLean, J. Outland, namely: J. C. Spann, J. B. Flet- Stubblefield of Murray Route
that the same work would cost
Lembright,
Kay
Miss
be
will
play from McCuiston to Tripp
ers
Ross.
Harmon
W.
Mrs.
CastleS.
N.
RelevIn
and
Miller,
Belief
A.
Christ
T.
cher,
was
bill
S. R. McLean, John Padgett,
Five, and . Mrs. Gene Harmon Williams and two plays later
less today. The $10.03
entered the Marine R N., American Heart Associa- ance".
Ross
GreF.
R.
Beale,
J.
W.
and Ephraim Owings. The ele- berry,
of Nashville, Tenn.; seven Brandon plunged into the end
received by him before he got
Corps on June 11 of this year. tion; Sister Mary Michelle, R.N.,
J. M. Price, Dean, School of ven churches had a combined gory. J. P. Riley, J. H. Thurman, grandchildren;
into the TV business himself.
three
great zone for the score. The kick for
basic training at Saint Frances Home, Brecken- Religious Education, Southweshis
had
He
membership of 932. The minu- A. M. Hawley, W. M. Dickerson, grandchildren.
Just one of those oddities that
Delphine,
Sister
Minn.;
ridge,
the extra point failed and the
and
Diego,
San
Pendleton,
Camp
tern Baptist Theological Semin- tes of the first session reveal J J. Gough, J. E. Skinner, Sam
no one can explain.
Funeral services will be held score was 21-13 with 10:19 to
arrived here for his furlough on R.N., Saint Vincent School of ary and teacher for forty-one that the introductory sermon P. Martin, B. R. Winchester, L Sunday
at 2:30 p.m. at the cha- go in the quarter.
September 23. He left for San Nursing, Indianapolis, Ind.; Miss years, Fort Worth, Texas, will was preached by John (Jack) D. Wilson, L V. Henson, H. F pel
The Sumach growing out of the
of the Max H. Churchil
Muriel Poulin, R.N., University'
Tilghman came roaring back
October li.
on
Diego
give one of the principal add Padgett, from Psalm 23:1; that l'aschall, Buron Richerson, H Funeral Home with Bro. Roy
old Ward-Elkins building is still
and marched to their fourth TD
Marine is a of Kentucky, Lexington; Miss resses at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway
The
M.
Campbell,
L.
T.
Chiles,
C
C.
J.
Spann
leaves
was elected as the
are still
there and the
Gibson and Bro. Bill Threet of- of the night. The extra point
graduate of Calloway County Etta Rasmussen, RN., UniverThe second address of the first moderator and that Wil- M. Hampton, Galen L. Har- ficiating.
green.
kick failed to make the score
High School and attended Mu:- sity of Iowa; Miss Sharon Sear- first evening's program will be
grove, J. Frank Young, Jack R.
Pallbearers will be Perry 27-13 in favor of Paducah.
for two les, immediate past 1st vice pre- at 8:05 by J. T. Miller, presiUniversity
State
ray
Doom, James T. Garland, and Hendon, Graves Hendon, Ovie
*mall Maple planted by the
,sident, National Student Nurses
Murray bounced back behind
dent of the Kentucky Baptist
W. A. Farmer.
firemen some time ago is head years.
Lee, Cassell Garrison, Ruble the running of Brandon, McAssociation.
On Monday, October 20, Ross
be
will
The
Convention.
sermon
Business items to be discussfrontinued on Page Eight)
The following fifteen men Thurman, and Jimmy Rickman Cuiston and Johnny Williams
will begin his radio training in
by Bro. B. R. Winchester from
Interment will be in the Mur- but Tilghman intercepted a
the
voluntary
include
memserved as Clerk: William
have
ed
Communications
of
Division
the
8:35 to 9:00 p.m.
ray Cemetery with the arrange- pass on the eighteen yard line
E.
1.
Ecothe
Heath,
for
assessment
M.
bership
H.
Gardner,
at the Marine Depot at San
Historical highlights of the
Wallace, P. M. Ellison, George ments by the Max H. Churchill , to stop the Tiger charge.
nomic Security Program; legisDiego.
association will be given by Dr
labor
for
law
program
lative
W. Craig, H. B. Taylor, L. V. Funeral Home where friends
Rounding out the scoring faSunday dinner guests of Mr.
Henson, J. P. Riley, A. E. Las- may call.
change; and continuing discuss- H. C. Chiles, present clerk.
Tilghman was a 10 yard sweep
Eleven Baptist Churches sent
(Continued on Page Eight) ion of concern over "quality
siter, A. E. Cross, R. H. Falby Larry Dawson around left
messengers to the Jonathan
FIVE CITED
nursing care"
well, H. M. Perry, John W
end and a 4 yard plunge by
Creek Baptist Church on FriKloss, Harry F. Hampsher, and
Coltharpe which left the Tornaday, October 28, 1870, with inFive persons were cited by do in front 39-13.
II. C. Chiles.
structions
to
a
new
organize
the Murray Police Department
James 0. Clary of Murray
Murray hit paydirt for the
association, according to Dr
From 1870 through 1910 the yesterday and last night. They last time of the night on an
Route One succumbed Friday Pt
Chiles.
The eleven churches
Association did not have a trea- were three for speeding, one off tackle slash by Brandon.
2:50 p.m. at the Murray-Callowere: Benton, Blood River.
"The Art of Hating" is tho
I, nit.d l'resm IntPrestionigi
surer. From 1911 to 1969 four for no operator's license, and The pass to Williams for thc
way County Hospital. He was
Crockett Creek, Jonathan Creek
subject of the sermon for Dr. MENIMir
men have been elected to this one for driving while intoxicat- PAT was good to make the
65 years of age.
Fair and cool with increasing (later named Elm Grove), East
office. J. L. Price served fromLed.
He was admitted to the hos- Samuel R. Iliadson, Jr., at the
score 39-21.
1911 to 1915, H. B. Taylor from
pital on Friday morning after Sunday services at 8:45 and cloudiness and not so cool to- Liberty (later named Hazel), LoREPUBLICAN CLUB
1916 to 1928, J. H. Thurman
becoming ill while driving his 10:50 a.m. at the First United. night. Sunday mostly cloudy cust Grove, Oak Grove, Pjea
FREE PUPPY
and mild with chance of rain sant Hill, Sinking Spring, Tuck
from 1929 to 1962, and J. Frank
car He was a retired chief war Methodist Church.
The School of Religions for beginning west portion spread- er's Spring (later named Little
Young from 1963 to 1969.
Republican
rant officer of the United
Women's
The
A male puppy, two months
six Murray churches will be ing eastward. Highs today in Su„gar Tree, and now Called Su•
Forty-eight ministers have Club will meet on Monday, Octo•
States Army.
is free to someone for a
old,
H. C. Chiles
The decease dis survived hy held on Sunday evening at 639 the 50s and low 60s Lows to- Or Creek), and Turkey Creek.
Comthe
her 20, at 9.30 p.m at
753-7585.
Ca
pet.
Eight)
p m. at the church.
Page
on
night 40s cast to near 50 west. Crockett Creek and Oak Grove
(Continued on Page light)
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munity Center on Ellis Drive.
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Bill Marvin Home
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Hold Service Series
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Dies Suddenly
On Friday
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Blood River Baptist Association Opens
One-Hundredth Annual Session On Monday

William H. Ross
Serving Marines
At San Diego
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James Clary
Passes Away
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"Art Of Hating"
Sermon Topic
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Only In America
Country music and the Grand Ole Opry took
the big time in its stride Wednesday night with
the nationally-televised annual awards show at
the old Hyman auditorium in Nashville.
Tennessee Ernie Ford, one of the nation's
top entertainers, came home to emcee the
Country Music Association presentations. Gene
Autry was named to the Country Music Hall of
Fame, and Johnny Cash made five trips to the
stage to carry off most of the top honors.
"The Nashville Sound" has made Nashville
world famous and brings top entertainers into
our capital city every day to make recordings.
The Grand Ole Opry has grown from a Saturday
night barn dance type of radio entertainment to a
giant in the fields of recording, television,`song
writing, and public performances. It has made
millionaires out of scores of country boys who
had little else but the musical "beat."
Only in America does such. a phenomenon

occur. .
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By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS

October and November constit1 te a time of testing in the Unit1 d States. Powerful forces are
; rrayed against America, trying
, o weaken the country at home
nd abroad.
This week's so-called Vietnam
oratorium and other Vietnik
i monstrations planned this moi th and next have as their real
objective not simply the mimeoiate withdrawal of U. S. troops
from an anti-communist struggle
but the defeat and humiliation
of the United States and its total
disruption within.
First of all, the planners ofthe
V ietnarti'Moratorium -the stoppage of school and college classes
- aim at applying such intense
pressure on President Nixon that
he will immediately order all
U. S. troops out of Vietnam,
thereby, assuring victory for the
Viet Cong and the Hanoi regime.
The communists have been unable to win on the battlefield, but
believe they can confuse and trick Americans into accepting a
peace that amounts to victory
for communism in Asia.
Beyond that, the communists,
communist splinter groups and
assorted revolutionaries such as
the Black Panthers and the SDS
hope to shatter the morale and
unity of the American people and
lay the groundwork for a real
revolution inside the United Stat-

want

to go
liberal community
on exercising their veto during
the Nixon administration. They
want to bar from the court any
man who will be a truly, fairminded jurist.
The Senate, therefore, is being
tested. The final vote on confirmation of Judge Haynsworth will
tell whether it has the integrity
and independence to reject the
liberals' insistence on veto powers or whether it will abdicate
to the union and minority group
special interests.

WASHINGTON
WINDOW
By STEVE GERSTEL

Isn't it wonderful that the firs strength and necessary materials
blossoms of spring and the las for the coming barren weeks
ones of fall are yellow! After ahead.
Squirrels are scurrying abou00
dreary flowerless winter,
with their jaws full of acorns, and
first little crocus and jonquils
if I am not very careful, they will _
so very much appreciated.
be carrying off the few pecans on
surely as we look forward to
my trees that are bearing for the
coming cold weather, it
delightful that the chrysan first time this year. Birds seem to
sing their sweetest just before
themums and the zinnias and
marigolds are of the brightes they leave us. Yesterday a
colors of the season. I have en mockingbird sitting on the
joyed a long row of dwa telephone wire warbled and sang
marigolds in every shade o and mocked the other birds with
yellow and orange and I have such joy that I had to stop and
big group of the little qui listen until he finally flew away.
Some of the leaves that are
chrysanthemums that came u
this year from a gift plant las tumbling down are of the most
beautiful colors I ever remember
fall, in orange shades.
NOVEMBER IS MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY MONTH seeing.
But it seems to me that all
Gov. Louis B. Nunn has declared November as Muscular
Among the lovliness of autumn
flowers, especially roses ar
Dystrophy Month in ceremonies at the capital in Frankfort.
pleasures are such things as
their
best
to
to
give
a
trying
With him at the proclamation signing were State Treasurer
much beauty as possible befor pyracantha with its bit clusters of
Thelma Stovall, (left) State Chairman of the Drive and Tomthe frost cuts them down orange or red berries. And there
my Roberts, Taylorsville. Tommy is this year's poster child
Meanwhile all the growing thing is the Mahonia with its huge
for the State Muscular Dystrophy Association. MD is a nonblack
getting ready for winter, bunches of purplish
are
curable disease which gradually weakens the muscles of the
berries. The Chinese holly and
storing up, as it were, all
body until usually a common cold causes death. Money raisLigustrum berries are just about
ed in the drive will be used for research and patient services.
ready to be at their best. Holly
trees are loaded with red berries
and one of the prettiest of seed
Almost half of the asparagus Purple Punch
pods is that of the Magnolia,
grown in the United States is
especially when they are just
produced in California.
ready to burst open with the fiery
Purple cow punch makes a hit
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) - red seeds.
with children. Mix 2 quarts of An experiment in precollege
The Chinese Dogwood leaves
chocolate milk, 2 (14-ounce) science education, in which high
big
round seed pods that are part
bottles of black raspberry soda, school students can begin
German' engineer Carl Benz
beauty of the plant.
of
the
4 teaspoons of aromatic bitters. planning and studying for
designed and built the first
Many of the Virburnums have
Top each serving with chocolate medical careers where critical
commercially successful motor
some
sprinkles. Makes about 12 manpower deficits exist, gets berries, some of them red,
Car.
yellow and there is an especially
(8-ouncej servings..
underwaff at the University of pretty one that has white berries
California(et)this tall.
that birds love,
The two-year pilot project So as nature prepares for
will be evaluated for use in 12 winter, maybe we humans could
public high schools throughout take a lesson and store up within
the United States. The our heads and hearts some of the
curriculum will eventually be glories of summer, memories
available for nationwide use.
that will last all through the
The biomedical program is winter months until it is time to
expected to reach juniors and start planning for another and
seniors whose aptitude scores
show a capability for college
work, but whose actual
academic performance may have
fallen short of meeting college
•
-entrance requirements.
The program is sponsored by By UAited Press International
the UC School of Public Health
with the cooperation of the
Today is Saturday, Oct. 18,
Richmond ,Unified School the 291st day of 1969, with 74
District, under a grant from the follow.
National Science Foundation.
The moon is in its first
quarter.

WASHINGTON (UPI)- High
in the air, rushing by jet to
three testimonial dinners in
California, Sen. George Murphy
soared to new heights in
legislative wizadry.
In fact, the old song and
dance man did as well as, or
better, than if he had stayed in
the Senate chamber instead of
winging West.
That is not to say that
Murphy did not do well enough
when firmly planted on the
ground.'
Fortunately, only a minority
He engineered a surprise
of Americans support leftist ca- proposal (it was so surprising,
uses. But this minority is loud he
admitted
he
was not
and militant. Moreover, it is familiar with all its details)
superbly organized for propag- Ithat would revoke the power of
anda purposes and has succeeded the Office of Economic Opporin enlisting the support of num- tunity to override a governor's
erous dupes who mistakenly think veto over legal s e r
ces
they are promoting "Peace" projects.
when they join in the Vietnam
As an amendment to the twoMoratorium and similar pro- year extension of the Office of
tests. A hard core of radicals Economic Opportunity projects,
and New Left supporters in Con- the far-reaching proposal cargress, such as Reps. Allard K. ried 45-40, to the dismay of the
Lowenstein and Shirley Chisolm staunch supporters of the antiof New York, have managed to poverty program..
attract tremendous coverage
Mission accomplished, Murfrom the liberal news media. phy left the floor and rustle()
The nation is in a state of for the airport.
peril, for many people who shouHoping for a reprieve, Sen.
ld be standing firm against re- Gaylor Nelson, D-Wis., the
volutionary forces have been dup- manager of the hill, sought to
ed into aiding the New Left or top Murphy by offering an
simply don't understand the th- amendment that would allow
reat that exists to the Ameri- the President to override a
can way of life and U. S. secu- governor's veto.
rity overseas.
He was backed by Sen. Jacob
The tragedy of misunderstand- K. Javits, R-N.Y., who conceding is evident in the actions of ed that he was a "little
the churches. For example, many embarrassed" because Murphy
members of the Protestant Epis- was probably already airborne.
copal Church were shocked recBut Sen. Spessard L. Holland,
ently when a special convention D-Fla., the white-haired veterof the denomination indirectly an, was not the least embargranted $200,000 to the National rassd. He asked, "Has the
Black Economic Development senator from California been
Buffoloiss-maidicinie has an eye on theml
Conference, the organizationthat advised that this emasculating
adopted the notorious, pro-rev- amendment is being offered."
By GROVER BRINKMAN
olution "Black Manifesto." In "I have no way to advise
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
many parts of the country and in him," Javits replied. "I think
AMERICA is taking a new look at one of its oldest "citizens,"
several denominations, concern- he is on a plane...I am the shaggy bison, sometimes improperly called buffalo. He was
ed churchmen are making a silent embarrassed about it."
good to the Indian, now it seems he might be good to the white
protest by withholding their conHolland then offered a novel man who almost caused his annihilation.
Like the horse, the bison is making a strong comeback, on
tributions to church bodies that suggestion. Would Nelson, Holaid revolutionary groups.
land asked, give assurances small ranches scattered over the country, and in major bison
That this is a time of testing that the presidential veto would herds maintained by the government on public lands as well.
One of the reasons the bison is in sharp focus today is due to
also is revealed in the Senate be removed in conference with
hearings on the nomination of the House if Murphy doesn't the untiring efforts of a Stanford, Mich.. surgeon, Dr. Dwain
Cummings. The latter's research has revealed that it is highly
Federal Appeals Court Judge like it.
possible the bison might be the prime animal for new serums to
Clement F. Haynsworth to the "I, speaking for rrnself, do suppress tissue-rejection in transplanting of human
organs, as
U. S. Supreme Court. Not in a not think that I could," Nelson well as an anti-cancer vaccine.
generation has any nominee for said. "I do not know if anyone
The American horse is fast getting a strong new image througl.
a court post been subjected to else would do that."
the efforts of the newly-formed
the kind of smear campaign dirBut Holland, sensing that he American Horse Council, and find they can eat bison meat
without allergic affect.
ected at Judge Haynsworth.
had the votes to kill the the same Is applying to the biDr. Cummings' work goes on,
through
the
efforts
of
the
son
amendment if it came to a
The liberals and left-wingBuffalo Association of in the hope that the hardy and
ers are in a frenzy because rollcall vote, remained staunch. NationalS.D.
cancer-resistant bison might be..
Calling the Nelson - Javits Pierre,
someone who isn't a partisan
superior to other domestic ani• • •
of social revolution has been maneuver "not fair play,"
HOWEVER, the medical mals as a source for vaccines
nominated for the Supreme Cou- Holland said he could not agents derived from the bison applicable to human sickness.
rt. They can't make a case aga- support that amendment with- are the real tprce behind the new
Summed up, this bison projinst Clement Haynsworth, who is out the assurance that Nelson, drive for its recognition. For one ect is undertaken in the hope
regarded by _those familiar with at that point, would riot give thing, bisons never get sic), that, the cancer - resistant anihis record as a quiet, disting- him.
neither has one ever been found mals as a source of vaccines
Nelson himself was riled. that died of cancer. Urylike do- animals now providing the same
uished judge of high ability. But
the AFL-CIO, the NAACP, Am- Rejecting the unfair charge, mestic cattle, this would point serum. Medical authorities are
ericans for Democratic Action Nelson said pointedly, "every- to the supposition that bison interested, and that means research
and other liberal groups don't one has a right, when we are in might be immune to the disease. cision. will make the final deThe horse has already been
hesitate to distort the judge's business in this chamber, to be
, • • •
to produce serum to prorecord or spread ugly personal here and participate...and if he used antibodies that counter
THE IMAGE of the bison is
duce
rumors in an attempt to pre- has a commitment elsewhere in tissue-rejection in humans. Dr. not good in rural America, where
vent his confirmation. The Sen- his state, and he goes out to it, Cummings believes that serum new herds are springing up. For
ate, which is supposed to be the he cannot complain..."
prepared from the bison might one thing, people fear the aniBut, despite the courageous le far superior.
mal physically. A huge bull
greatest deliberative body in the
and Javits
world, has been the scene of words, Nelson
Studying the bison for a dr- could easily gore a human in a
unconscionable headline grabb- buckled and assured Holland ide, and the owner of a 40-had single rush. But herders mainthat they would back Murphy in ierd, Dr. Cummings has:found tain that the well-fed bison of
ing.
What lies behind these attacks whatever he wanted to do about the bison manifest a high de- today is not as furious as the
old range animal, and liken the
on Judge Haynsworth is the de- their amendment in conference. 4:ree of resistance to disease with herds to
mere dairy animals.
termination of the liberals to con- In the end, the Senate had (me exception intestinal paraAlready several medical
sites.
Herd
owners
think, as well,
tinue their veto power over jud- given Murphy the power to veto
centers in the U.S. and canada That the Department of Agriicial nominations. They had such the presidential veto of a
are interested in Cummings' culture discriminates against
a veto under the Roosevelt, Ke- governor's veto. A veteran work along these lines.
the bison by requiring brucel• • *
nnedy and Johnson administra- observer of the Senate in action
losis testing. A calfhood vactions. No one was elevated to said he had never seen the likes
THE BISON, according to Dr. cination prOcess apparently
the bench unless he was cleared of it before.
Cummings, possess a very high,
-Checks brucellosis in bison, ownby the liberals. Supreme Court
gamma globulin level in their ers maintain.
nominations went to men such as
blood, and have a single blood
If today's bison have some
No
admiral has (Ayr been type. Other domestic animals potential talent for healing huThurgood Marshall of the NAACP
and Arthur Goldberg of the AFL- runainated for the presidency. have as many as 50 different mans, t't°e should look at the
blood types.
*5*
shaggy beast very humbly and
CIO, men with real conflict of
Even the human affected by ashamedly. We tried our best to
interest problents insofar as unThe English long bow used allergies is not allergic, to bison kill out the Species, and now
ions and Protest groups are conduring the WO Years War had a hair, flesh or blood. Allergic the "new generation" of beasts
cerned.
patients who cannot eat beef ' might save our lives. °
Now the power brokers of the range up to 400 yards.

Wanted:
doctors

The American Bison

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE -

Deaths reported today were Mart Rogers, age 87, R. L.(Bob)
Williams, age 90, and Arlie Jones, age 74.
Hewlett Cooper, Health Educator from the State Health Department, spoke at the meeting of the Business and Professional
Women's Club.
Luther Robertson of Murray Wholesale Grocery Company was
re-elected president of the Kentucky Wholesale Grocers Associatfbn
at the meeting in Louisville.
Route Two are the
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Smith .of Muray,
parents of a girl, Kim, born at the Murray Hospital.
---- — -

2.0 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Mrs. Fannie G. McElrath, age 74, died today at the Murray
Hospital.
Lynn Grove's annual fall festival will be held at Lynn Grove
School on October 21. Brandon Dill and his Saturday Night Jamboree
and many other local radio performers will be present.
"The Blue Bird Cafe has new counter seats. Heard that they
are getting new booths also", from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray".
Murray High Talent Night, sponsored by the PTA, will be held
In the school auditorium on October 20.

30YearsAgoThis Week
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

J. W. Herndon of Cherry Corner and John Smith of Murray
are the deaths reported this week.
Exactly 1993 men between the ages of 21-35 inclusive were
registered in Calloway County yesterday for service in this
county.
W. Z. Carter was named Grand Senior Warden at the state
convention of the Free and Accepted Masons.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wilkerson of the Sinking Spring community
celebrated their golden wedding anniversary on October 13.

Bible Thoughtforlroday
If a man die, shall he live again? ... - Job 14:14.
It is better for us to doubt our doubts than to doubt our faith.

CONG CAPTURED NEAR CAMBODIA Captured near the Cambodian frontier. a Viet Cong is tied securely by South Viet,Radtophotot
namese tWildirrim.
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Southern States Industrial Council

A TIME OF TESTING

PAGE TI

Once- Near Extinction,
Now He May Help Us!

ALMANAC

stars
are
morning
The
Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and
Saturn.
The evening star is Mars.
On this day in history:
In 1767 the boundary between
Pennsylvania
and
Maryland
was settled. It was later to be
known as the Mason-Dixon line.
In 1959 Russia claimed to
have taken pictures of the far
side of the moon for the first
time.
In 1966 an earthquake and a
tidal wave killed 120 persons in
Peru.
In 1968 America athletes
Tommie Smith and John Carlos
were suspended by the U.S.
Olympic committee for black
power demonstrations at the
Mexico City games.
NO SHOOT, PLEASE- A Viet
Cong holds up his hands in
surrender as he is spotted
from a U.S. helicopter while
trying to cross a flooded
field in the Mekong Delta of
South Vietnam. The chopper
radioed the location and hE,
was taken prisoner.

--A thought for the thy:
Thomas Aquinas said, "Three
things are necessary for the
salvation of man: to know what
he ought to believe, to know
what he ought to desire and to
know what he ought to do."

HEAR
JAMES P. NEEDHAM
From Orlando, Florida

PREACH THE PURE BIBLE TRUTH L

GOSPEL MEETING
OCTOBER 20-26, 1969
SERVICES EACH EVENING 7:30 Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Svc
7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY SERVICES:

MEET WITH US

West Murray
Church of Christ
DORAN

ROAD
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Bear Bryant More Than Unhappy Football
About Loss To Vanderbilt
Schedule
By LAWRENCE C. FALK
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BIRMINGHAM, Ala.(UPI)The word "unhappy" would not
have adequately described Alabama coach Bear Bryant while
he narrated films of last week's
humiliating 14-10 loss to Vanderbilt.
When it was over, TV proram host Charley Thornton,
the Tide publicity director,
looked at Bryant and said,
"Well coach, let's talk about
next week."
A ghost of a smile crossed
Bryant's lined face as he
thought about the Tennessee
game which will be played to
a sell-out crowd of 70,000 heie
today.
"I know it's Tennessee," Bryant said slowly. "I know they're
coming to Birmingham. And I
know we haven't beaten them.
That ought to count for something."

THE LEDGER

son is the big man when the
ground game Is going and Scott
has a host of receivers who
have caught 38 of his 76 passes
for 546 yards and six touchdowns.
On defense, the Vols have
limited their opponents to a little more than 10 points a game
and an average of a little less
than 275 yards.
Alabama's Scott Hunter was
the most accurate passer in the
Southeastern Conference until
last week, hitting at a 75 per
cent clip. By completing only
four of 25 against Vanderbilt
his average was shot- probably for the season.
But Hunter may be able to
come back. One thing which
will help him is a healthy Johnny Musso, a tailback, who
missed the Vanderbilt game.

&

Simpson Hopes To Give
His Headaches To Oakland

By t nited Press International
By JOHN JEANSONNE
UPI Sports Writer
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val. The young Bengals have
lost two straight, and rookie
quarterback Greg Cook, though
still the league's leading passer,
was disappointing against New
York last week after being
sidelined for a week with an
arm injury.
Coach Sid Gilman says he is
still looking for the day his San
Diego Chargers will "put it all
together," but the Chargers
have managed to win three
straight and lead the league in
offense (360.4 yards per game)
despite inconsistency.

There is a good chance O.J.
Simpson, ordered by doctors to
sit out last week's game, will
Air Force-Oregon
be able to pass on his recurring
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Reader blamed for
other's letter!
By Abigail Van Buren

Saturday, October 11I
A Music Country Style pro.
gram will be presented at the
Lynn Grove School at 7:30 p.m.,
sponsored by the PTA.
•••
The New Providence Riding
Club will have a shoot at the
area starting at nine a.m. Sandwiches, coffee, cold drinks, and
shells will be sold at the shoot.
•••
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will meet at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. William
E. Moffett, Panorama Shores, at
6:30 p.m. A potluck supper will
precede the business meeting
and entertainment will follow.
•••
Sunday, October 19
Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Colson,
Sr., will hold open house in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary at their home
from two to five p.m.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Mark D. Parker
will observe their golden wedding anniversary at their home,
700 Meadow Lane, between two
and four p.m. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

A.shcraft, Donald Jones, Charles
Hinds, Max Hurt, and Miss
Mary Williams.
•••

Roberta Whitnah Is
Program Leader At
Circle Meeting

•••
Initiation Held At
Home Economics
Club Meeting

SCOTT DRUG

WILL lii0 PCtistEnitEitileitUNDAY
your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

Stubblefield Home Mrs. W. A. Farmer
Scene Of Society
Is Program Leader
Meet On Monday
Mrs, W. A. Farmer was the
The Calloway county Geneological Society met in the home leader for the program presentof Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield of ed at the meeting of the Woman's
New Concord on Monday, Octo- Missionary Society of the Elm
ber 13, at one-thirty o'clock in Grove Baptist Church held on
Wednesday, October 15, at sevthe afternoon.
Mrs. Joe Allbritten, president, en-thirty o'clock in the evening
presided. Twelve members re- at the church.
sponded to the roll call and "Unaclaimed Disciples" was
Mrs. Stubblefield's niece, Mrs. the theme of the program given
Katherine
Garrison,
from by Mrs. Farmer, Mrs. Mason
Bloomington, Texas, was a vis- Thomas, Mrs. Hilda Maupin, and
Mrs. Rupert Emerson.
itor.
Mrs. Albert Crider had the
Mrs. Price Doyle reported
that there have been 227 copies call to prayer from John 4:21-42
of Family Bible records cata- with Mrs. Robert Weston leadlogued with some more to be ing in prayer.
copied. If there are other peo- Other members present were
ple in the county who would Mesdames Charles Burkeen,
like for their Family Bible re- Earl Lee, Purdom Lassiter, Harcords to be published in this ry Shekell, James Outland, Marie
book which is being prepared, Shekell, Walton Fulkerson, Berthe society would appreciate tha Hendon, George Cossey, ant'
having a copy sent to any mem- Wilbur Weston. One visitor was
ber of the organization.
Mrs. Myrtle Hendon.
A total of eight cemetery
books and one book of Vital
English Lamb Chops
Statistics were reported as
6 arm or blade lamb chops,
having been sold within the
1
2 Inch thick
last month.
cut /
Mrs. Foreman Graham is to
2 tablespoons lard or
be hostess to the November
drippings
meeting.
4 tablespoons butter or
Mrs. Stubblefield served a
.margarine
delectable party plate with the
4 tablespoons flour
Halloween motif to the assem- 1 1- 4 cups milk
bled guests.

Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
7 Days a Week
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
—
J. C. Gallimore
—

Saturday, October 25
The Alpha Department of the
Authorities report 17 million
Murray Woman's Club will have
its -noon lencheon at the club persons under the age of 15
house. Hosstesses will be Mes suffer accidental injuries requirdames 'Harign4 Hodges, G. C ing medical attention annually.

PiltiXrr

the day was presented Mrs. Carrie Cole and Mrs. Goldia Curd
on "Casserole Cookery",
Luncheon was served iii the
dining room of the Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Bryan Overcast hadbrought
a floral arrangement from hei
own garden for the table.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were Mrs.
B. lielugin, Mrs. Niva Parker,
and Miss Mary Williams.

Mrs. Hollie Alderdice, president, presided at the meeting
of the Pottertown Homemakers
Club held on Wednesday, October
15, at ten o'clock in the morning at the Holiday Inn.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Bessie Colson, cultural development chairman. Mrs. Clifton Roberts called the roll and read the
minutes.
45)
Mrs. Goldia Curd reported on
the ditty bags made for the Vietnam soldiers. A selection of
lessons for 1970 was held.
Officers elected for the coming
year Mrs. Alderdice, president;
Mrs. Goldia Curd, vice-president; Mrs. Clifton Roberts, secretary-treasurer ; Mrs. Bessie
Colson, cultural development;
Mrs. Carrie Cole, issues and
The
concerns.
Others named were Mrs. 0. B.
R. L.
Cook, clothing; Mrs.
Cooper, family life; Mrs. May
Bush, food; Mrs. Rozella Outhostess can help you
land, home furnishings and housover the anxiety of geting; Mrs. Louise Short, landting acquainted in new
scape; Mrs. 11, L. Cooper and
surroundings and make
Mrs. Goldia Curd, music and
you feel at "Home
recreation; Mrs. Bryan OverSweet Home," again.
cast, home management; Mrs.
She will bring gifts and
KaUc Overcast, publicity; Mrs.
vital information from
Hollie Alderdice and Mrs. Clifyour neighborhood busiton Roberts, handicrafts.
ness and civic leaders.
Sixteen members were present. One new member was Mrs.
7A
5343
-2
71111
78
Call
Gray Roberts and two visitors
Phone
were Mrs. Mary Main of San
Pedro, California, and Mrs.Rose
LL
Ann Childers,
The Most
During the recreational period
Famous Basket
an exchange of sunshine gifts
in the Worlda
was held. Contests were led by
Mrs. Curd and Mrs. Cooper.
The main project lesson for %111=11.1111IIIMINIIMO
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Programs and game schedules
IMEN SIGNATURE
Statements, Work orders, contracts
Envelopes, letterheads.
Personalized Stationary, Napkins, Christmas Cards
Wedding Invatations, Informals
Campaign Cards, Business Cards
Printed Labels, Price Tags, Gift certificates
If you need something printed See Us.
OFFICE SUPPLIES:
Paper: We carry a complete inventory of Bond, Mimeo,
2nd sheets, Carbon, Beaverland and Poster.
Pens: Pencils and Refills:
Available in all the leading Brands.
Tapewriters: Dyno and Scotch, hand and desk
models. 1 /4
to 1/2 tapes in assorted colors

1
I
I

BOOKKEEPING SUPPLIES:
Ring and Post Binders, all sizes, (WJ) (BP), Account
Work Pads, Ledger Sheets. Single and Double Entry
Ledger Books, Cash Books. Journal, Time Books. All
in minature or regular sizes. Complete Bookkeeping
systems, for Form and Home.

OFFICE MACHINES:
We carry a complete line of Victor Champion Adding
machines and the new Victor Tallyrand Home model.
It would be impossible to list our large and diversified
stock in this ad but if you are in need of something for
your office Come In and see us, if we do not have it in
stock we will be more than happy to order it for you.

A

I Broastl

Dinner
•
•
• LONJIE
•
o
•
• **
ir• •*41

•
OFFICE FURNITURE:
Desks, Chairs, files, typing stands, rollaway fi les
and filing supplies. Since our storage space is imall
we have only a limited number of filing cabinets on
hand but we can order furniture from HON, ALL STEEL,
COLE etc.

HAZEL CAFE

* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS -

Pottertown Club
Has Regular Meet
At Holiday Inn -

Phone 753-1917

40
,
0404

The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of the Women's Society of
Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church met at
the social hall of the church on
Monday, October 13, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Bun Crawford opened
the meeting by having t h e
group sing "The Kingdom Is
Coming" with Mrs. Roy Farmer at the piano. Mrs. Crawford
read a timely and uplifting
prayer.
The minutes were read by
•••
the secretary, Mrs. William
The old Calloway County Jeffrey. Reports were given by
Court House on Chestnut Mrs. Roy Farmer, local treasurStreet will be open frees two er, and Mrs. T. Sledd, conference treasurer.
to five pm.
•••
Mrs. Evelyn Allbritten gave
The prayer breakfast for the the report of the nominating
Business and Professional Wo- committee and the following
men's Club will be held at the slate of new officers.
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairHoliday Inn at 8:15 am. The
DEAR NOT GUILTY: You'll not need Heaven's help on
man; Mrs. Rue Overbey and
city
and
county
judges
will
be
this one. Illinois it wasn't.
Mrs. Charles Robertson, vicespecial guests.
Se.
chairmen; Mrs. William JeffDEAR ABBY: I was always under the impression that
rey, secretary; Mrs. T. Sledd,
Tuesday, October 21
the bride was supposed to acknowledge the wedding gifts
The Calloway County Assoc- conference treasurer; Mrs. Pete
with a personal note, mentioning the gift, etc.
iation for Retarded Children Farmer, local treasurer.
Envelopes for contributions
will meet at the Robertson
Some time ago my niece was married, and since I
to the call to prayer and self
School at 7:30 p.m.
received an invitation to her. wedding I sent what I
•••
denial were distributed for the
considered a most generous gIR7--a'month of _my social
Circle
I
of
the First United members to bring to the nest
security income.
Methodist Church WSCS will meeting.
There was no 'acknowledgment for nearly foil' months.
meet at the social hall at two
Mrs. Yandal Wrather gave a
Then came a printed card bearing a snapshot of the bridal' p.m.
devotion before a specially precouple with a commercially printed message, "WITH
•••
pared worship center. Her subSINCERE APPRECIATION FOR YOUR THOUGHTFULThe Faith Doran Circle of ject was "Am I My Brother's
NESS AND GOOD WISHES."
the First United Methodist Keeper" and asked what can
Church WSCS will meet in the we do and what can we give
Has this age become so automated that a bride sends
senior youth room at two p.m. to make this a better world
printed "appreciation" for her wedding gifts? If so, I would
• ••
She read a lovely poem, "Forlike to be informed, then I shall know what to do with future
The First Baptist Church give, Let Live" by James J.
wedding invitations. Sign me...
QUO VADIS
WMS will hold its general meet- Metcalf and the scripture from
ing at the church at 9:30 a.m. Matthew 25:33-36.
DEAR QUO: The printed "thank you" barely covers the
•• •
"Choice of Change" was the
obligation, but Is better than no acknowledgment at all. The
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- subject of the program from
most gracious "thank you" is written individually. The only
der of the Rainbow for Girls the book which was given by
exceptions are acknowledgments which number in the many
will meet at the Masonic Hilt Miss Roberta Whitnah. She told
hundreds or thousands. But Eleanor Roosevelt, the greatest
at seven p.m. An initiation will heart breaking stories of the
lady of them all, somehow managed to acknowledge every
youth in trouble and asked each
be held.
• ••
glft with a personal note.
one what she was going to do
The Good Shepherd United and what she would be willing
Methodist Church WSCS will to do. One thing the church is
DEAR ABBY: We are about to marry off our fourth
meet at the church at ten am. doing to help is to provide a
daughter and we are certainly in a bind. We have skimped
• ••
teen club at the church for the
and saved for the last 15 years to be able to pay the bills for
The
Music
Department of the youth a good place to go.
the weddings of our three older daughters. We have deprived
Murray Woman's Club will
Miss Whitnah closed with a
ourselves of vacations and other luxuries, and now we find
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club prayer.
that the only way we can give our fourth daughter the same
During the social hour rehouse. Hostesses will be Mes- freshments were served by the
kind of wedding her older sisters had is to mortgage our
dames
James
R.
Allbritten,
Wilborne. Prices for weddings today are fantastic! Not one of
hostesses, Mrs. Katie Overcast,
liam Nall, Charles Simons, Da- Mrs. Earl Douglas, Mrs.
the grooms' parents ever offered to pay a dime toward the
Glenn
vid J. Gowans, Joe Dick, Mor- Doran, Mrs. Vernon
expense of the wedding. We think this is unfair. It should be
C. Stubblegan
Sisk,
and
Harold
Gish.
field, Jr., and Mrs. C. L. Shera 50-50 deal.
• ••
brough.
Please put this in your column. Maybe it will soak in
The Goshen United Methowhere it's needed.
MOTHER OF DAUGHTERS
dist Church WSCS will have
its week of prayer program at
DEAR MOTHER: Don't count on it. But you have only
7:30 p.m. at the church.
yourselves to blame if you go broke putting on a wedding
• ••
that is beyond your means.
The Business and Professional Women's Club will hold its
The Home Economics Club of
regular meeting at the Woman's
CONFIDENTIAL TO CHARLIE: You have 20-2e
Murray State University held
Club House at six p.m.
hindsight. Welcome to the club! There is hardly a man alive
• ••
its meeting on October 16, at
who couldn't retire comfortably in his old age if he could sell
seven-thirty o'clock in the evenMonday,
October
20
his experience for what it cost him.
The Penny Homemakers Club ing in the Multipurpose Room
will meet at the home of Mrs. in the Home Economics DeEverybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Raymond
Workman at one p.m partment.
Mtply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles. Cal. Will, and
•••
The new members were pre411clisse a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
The women of the St. John's sented by the secretary in a
Episcopal Church will meet at candle light initiation ceremony
Hate to write letters! Seed II to Abby, Box 1117011, Las
the
home of Mrs. Louis Zimmer- The president instructed the
Angeles, Cal. Weft, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
man at 7:30 p.m.
new members on their responIw All Occasions,"
•••
sibilities. Then they were preThe
Women's Republica3 sented with initiation ribbons
Club will meet at the Commun- and scrolls. The new members
: Morley in 'Cromwell'
are as follows: Gayle Taylor,
character role with Richard ity Center at 7:30 p.m.
•••
Guineas
Phyllis Nanny, Fronza Hodge,
and
Alec
(UPI)— Harris
HOLLYWOOD
Wednesday, October 22
Janet Hill. Mary Hancock, DonRobert Morely will throw his in "Cromwell" for Columbia
na Hammer, Karen Blanken:considerable weight around in a Pictures.
The executive board of the ship, Judi Fren4, Linda TweeKirksey School PTA will meet dale, Ellen Watson, and Marcia
at the home of Mrs. Rudy Lo- Merriweather.
vett at one p.m.
The president, Mary Casper
CS.
Edwards, called the meeting to
The ladies day luncheon will order. The secretary, Margaret
be served at the Calloway McDaniel, called the roll and
County Country Club at noon read the minutes of last month's
with Mesdames Don Overbey, meeting. At this time Fonda
William
Fandrich,
Herbert Adams gave her report on the
Chitwood, Stark Erwin, Robert menu possibilities for the banHibbard, Harold Hopper, John quet. The president asked for
for
Tryon, John Lovins, J. D. Mur- members to sign up for the
phy, W. L. Polly, William Ry- work schedule of the Mum
an,
A. D. Wallace, and Jack Sale. The chapter handbooks
Open 12:00 a.m. 4)1 6:00 p.m.
Ward as hostesses. Mrs. Tom- were distributed.
my Chrisp is hostess for bridge
Margo Ejlis, the publi( relatstarting at 9:30 am.
ions chairman, gave out some
•• *
public relations information
Thursday, October 23
sheets which the members fillThe Magazine Club will meet, ed out.
at the home of Mrs. Fred GinDonna Honchul, the vice-pregles at 2:30 p.m.
sident, announced that Ruby
•.
Kirsch would present a program
Corn. To
The Zeta Department of the on "How to Make Burlap
and
Murray Woman's Club will meet Paper Flowers" Following
the
at the club house at 7:30 pm. program, hot spiced tea
and
Hostesses will be Mesdames cookies were served from
a
Bernard Bell, Ruth Blackwood, table that carried out the
HalII J. Bryan, Cody Caldwell, loween motif to the
and Try tour
members
James Converse, and Donald and faculty present.
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
Crawford.
• ••
DEAR ABBY: Something in your column sure stirred up
a hornet's nest in our family, and I'll bet it did the same in
hundreds of others across the country It was the letter from
the married woman who said she had a strong "physical
attraction" for her hushand's brother, and if she didn't get
him lone just once she would lose her mind.
Well, last evening my husband's brother and his wife
came over for a friendly visit. The first thing the wife said
was, "Did you read Dear Abby today?" I said, "Yes, wasn't
it a gas?" She said, "Yeah, it sure was." Naturally the men
had to see it, too, so they dragged out the paper, and here
was this "confession" from a married woman who had the
"hots" for her brother-in-law, who was also married. By the
time they left, my sister-in-law was barely speaking to me,
and if looks could kill, her husband would be dead now.
That night when we went to bed my husband acted mad,
but he didn't say anything.
Will you be kind enough to write and say which town, or
at least which state she's from so the rest of the world can
sleep in peace. Heaven help me if you say "Illinois."
NOT GUILTY
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Land Between the Lakes officials have asked all deer hunters to report any sightings of
marked deer (deer wearing collars with numbers or letters);
and to return metal ear tags
and or collars on deer that are
bagged to the Golden Pond headquarters. The marked deer are
part of a deer study program
Initiated two years ago by the
wildlife and program planning
staffs of Land Between the Lakes,
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by presenting your hunting license.
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Ever wonder why it's said that 10 per
cent of the fishermen
catch 90 per cent of the fish? Well, reasoning
behind this statement is that the smaller group of anglers
have a much greater
knowledge of the fish they seek than cba the
others. They're real
ripc, died-in-the-wool fishermen who know when,
where and how to catch
II v fish.
Gusty winds ana cnoppy water
As an example. Many fishermen are putting
away their fishing have slowed
fishing activity in
tackle about now and won't take it out again
until vacation time the twin lakes
area the past few
next year. Members of the "Upper Ten"
however, are currently days.
Before the weather front
taking advantage of cool weather and falling water
temperatures moved into the area
last Friday
and are harvesting bass, large ones in limit
numbers, with reg- several catches
of bass were
ularity from Kentucky's lakes.
reported from Lake Barkley on
For the serious angler, fall is the ideal fishing
period. The "chugging" and Jitterbug
type
lakes devoid of pleasure boaters and skiers for
the most part, surface lures in the
early mornare quiet; the weather is comfortable and generally
stable, and ing and late afternoon.
Midday
more important, the fish have perked up and are feeding for
long fishermen are still picking
up
periods of time on shallower waters. They're feeding
more some good bass by jigging plasregularly, too, and may be more easily caught
during these tic worms in the
fallen treetops
feeding cycles.
and stickups three to eight feet
Each fisherman seems to have a favorite spot and a
favorite deep. Some bass are also
being
lure (and is very mysterious about both') but there are
several
fall fishing facts that are just that-facts-and knowing about taken on Bushwhacker or Machete type lures with pork frog
them will benefit any fisherman. Among them:
During fall, black bass will be found and will strike an artificial or strip. Bright, sunny days present the best conditions for jigglure if it's presented to him in the right manner in the right
place. ing in Lake Barkley. At Kentucky
First of all, try fishing the fallen treetops - places where
trees
have fallen into the water and furnish a resting site for bass as Lake crappie fishing is the best
they lie in wait for a passing morsel. Try a surface lure and cast bet on minnows at 12 to 20 feet
it into the notch of limbs, close to shore, and work the lure back along the old channel banks of
slowly. Try various retrieving techniques - slow then fast - fast the main lake or major bays.
The lock at TVA's Kentucky Dam began operatio
Scattered catches of bass are
n 25 years ago on
then slow. If this fails to get a rise, then go deeper.
September 11, completing the chain of nine
lakes and locks that
When casting any of the deep running lures, those with large being made along the gravel tancreated a year-round waterway the length of the
lips and built-in action, cast mler the outside edges of limbs ks at daybreak on fly rods anc
Tennessee River.
lying beneath the water. Make the lure dance up and down over big popping bugs. Plastic worms
and Jitterbug type surface lures
the limbs in an erratic fashion.
BOWHUNTERS GET BREAKS
Either of the above techniques can be deadly if the bass have are also producing some bass FISHING WITH
FOR
DEER ON U. S. LANDS
in
the
stump
beds.
The
next
moved into the tree laps. If they're not there, then head for subWith deer season opening in
merged stump beds. Frequently these can be found by spotting few weeks should produce some
of the best surface fishing since
the lands of states within the
a few stickups above the water.
Nashville District, Corps of ED•
Again, start with the surface lure. Let it rest, then splash spring on both Kentucky Lake
and
Lake Barkley. The water is
gineers, the bow and arrow is
and gurgle about, imitating an injured minnow. If this doesn't
the old), weapon duly authorised
work then try bottom -bouncing with deep running, built-in action clear to murky and in file 70
on Federal property.
lures. Let them run over and around the stumps, stirring up a to 72 degree range in both lakes,
This throwback to Indian huntlittle which sometimes excites the bass into a frenzy.
Camp Energy , a year-round
ing methOds results from restrAnother often successful method is to cast around points and
ictions
—Pertaining To use hrfffildrop-offs, as well as around the areas mentioned above, with doll- group camp located on 370-acre
Energy Lake in Land Between
arms around Corps reseryttirs.
flies or artificial worms.
the Lakes, will be the headquarSafety regulations prohibit the
For most part, anglers agree that such lures are more effective
use of ball ammunition near lax,
when fished slowly. Allow them to creep and crawl around and over ters camp for many of the bow
hunters that will be in the area
ge bodies of water because of
limbs, stumps, rocks or other bass hiding places.
the danger of ricochet.
Shallow running lures also have a place in fall fishing. One of the for the bow seasons for deer
Hunting on government lands
best ways to fool a big bass is to make him think such a lure is a and wild turkey October 18 throuNovember 8 and December 20
is permitted, but only with shotbig, tat minnow that can't quite get away. Let the lure roll about gh
December 31. Energy, located
to
guns using shot. State laws proas you retrieve it slowly, pumping the rod up and down or sideways.
the Crooked Creek emhibit the hunting of deer with
Once again, choose an area that is over cover-try shallow stump just off
bayment of Lake Barkley near
shotguns using shot. This leaves
beds, outcropping of rock and shallows with deep dropoffs. The
Conservation Education Centhe
the bow hunter the only category
rougher the terrain the better.
which satisfies both State and
If you want to be a really successful fisherman and join that 10 ter, has heated shower and rest
room buildings and shelters in
Federal requirements,
per cent who catch 90 per cent of the fish, then you have to work
each of the four sections of the
Not many of the reservoirs
I
t it and you won't find a better time to start than right now!
campground. For reservations
Historians tell us this is the 35th birthday of a farged..fisking in the Nashville District have
at Camp Energy and Piney Ca- lure known as the "Number
Z
Wigg,ler„'l first created lands which contain deer. Initial.,
mpground write Land Between by an Ohio bass
fisherman, Fred Arbogast. In celebration of the reports from the Center Hill area
the Lakes, P. 0. Box 27, Golden event, the Arbogast
Company is offering free rubber skirts for say that deer are evident in good
Pond, Kentucky 92231.
Hawaiian Wigglers everywhere. Already the Arbogast Company number there this season, howhas turned out . more than 100 million such skirts, more than ever. Wildlife refuge lands near
those worn by hula dancers in all the history of the liawaiian Cheatham and Barkley provide
Smokey Says:
some hunting t.here when a few
Islands.
ea\
Piney Campground, newest of scenic fall woodlands.
Any fisherman needing a new free rubber skirt for his Hawaiian of the animals stray from the
the three family campgrounds
11:11i
Wiggler is invited to write to Dir.k Kotis, President, Fred Arbo- refuge,
*
in Land Between the Lakes, will
The bow hunting season for
Managed hunting areas within
gast Company, 313 West North Street, Akron, Ohio, 44303.
SU'
•
.
a
remain throughout the fall and deer and wild turkey in Land
Meanwhile, old-time anglers woo own one of the early models the reservoir lands are under
•
,...0.
winter seasons. Although Piney Between the Lakes Opens this
of this famous lure should take a second look at that antique the jurisdiction of the local state
Is a first-come-first-served fam- Saturday, October 18 and will
fish catcher. A few of the earliest ones had glass eyes. And agency; and the same laws apply
ily campground during the spr- run through November 8. The
Kotis would like to talk fishing with any one who might still which would govern similar hunts
ing and summer, camping clubs second half of the split season
. A
have such an antique. Happy Birthday to Hawaiian Wigglers in the state involved.
,,\ •I ..
and other groups can reserve will be held December 20-31,
Col. John C. Bell, Nashville
everywhere,
":"4,...liNVit.
,
• 1114.,ip. %
up to 70 sites from October 1 Both fallow and white-tailed deer
District engineer, said some
1
1-a_%:.*;"74...g.
- -'....-%''' '.• ‘%%1il
through March 15. This popular of either sex may be taken; the
grazing permits are in effect,
4.:67"42='1 2
47!
11 ..74,-__
4
--..
campground has 100 tent and turkey hunt is for gobblers only.
\< .ivertali
f
t*
1i -1
...4 ...,1...,5
1'
roin 1.
which allow individuals to have 7
.77:
trailer sites with electrical out- A Kentucky hunting license, deer
access to certain shorelineareas
lets and heated shower and rest tag and Land Between the Lakes
for their livestock. He said that
.=,--._
room buildings. Located on the hunting permit are required to
.7'
7
\
hunters should be aware of these
VI
Piney Creek embayment of Ken- participate in the bow hunt this
areas in order to be mindful of
\\
.
1.7
7
.
44.
ge
/i
41
72.0..tucky Lake about three miles fail. The Land Between the Lakthe location of the animals. The
iiti
ite;•.north of U. S. Highway 79 ' es permit can be picked up at SOMEHOW,SOMEWHERE,
t
----'.-----------.., 1
reservoir manager at each pro.
•,p4r,•
)
Tennessee, Piney is an ideal the Golden Pond information off11°
ject has such information and will
SOMEBODY
place for sportsmen who lik ice or at Center Station in the
provide it for the sportsmen.
was careless with FIRE!
X'
e:Wifl
to hunt, fish or just en)oy the Co4giatio4i.
\ •
Center
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t•••********••••••••
•
•
•
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Murray; Mrs. Eva Dunaway,
show substantial gains over the the market has reached someLynn Grove; Andrew Rex, Kenext six to 12 months, while thing of a sold-out status and
Sub. Div. , Hamlin, Prnniana
stock
market
is
likely
to
.,the
have
608 Catalina Dr.,
Parker,
forces
bearish
that
the
entice
ADULTS 100
remain under pressure until the
Murray.
Fed relaxes the money failed to generate any downside NURSERY 8
follow through," the firm notes. OCTOBER 15, 1969
squeeze," the firm adds.
by Darrell Shoemaker
--NEW YORK (UPI)- Buying
"This week's stock market
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
on this week's rally in the action prov ides conclusive
NEW -YORK (UPI)-In the market has been by profession- evidence that the tide has
Dan Robertson, 1625 Hamilton,
Harry Morton, Rte. 1, Box
POLITICS: Along with many absence of any constructive al traders, by people close to turned," says Wright Investors' Murray; Jimmie Collie, Rte. 2, 363, Benton, Miss Cecilia Cope
rather news, the market's broad rally the market and by limited Service. The firm advises Murray; James Manning, Hale's 215 So, Ilth St., Murray; Mrs.
‘
4, Better land management and 258 tons, 25 to 30 percent reduc- other fields 1 have had
vast experience in this field. must be regarded at this point amounts of institutional money, prompt "progressive commit- Tn. Crt., Murray; Master John- Eunice Grubbs, Rte. 5, Murray;
yfrosion control have reduced the tion.
because as technical in nature, Dia- W. E. Huttoa & Co. observes. ments of investment reserves ny Coleman, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Rafe Willoughby, Rte. 3, Mur*mints of sediment carried in
Sequatchie River near Whit- Some that was costly
common Ta Lonna McCormick, Rte. 8, ray; Earl Paschall, Rte, 1, Faclone mond, Turk & Co. says. But if Hedge Funds appear to have into top -qua 1
things
get
to
pushing
of
:Tennessee Valley tributary rive- well (Marion County), Tenn.county and it took the next few months bring "a been more active, in relation to stocks."
Benton, Miss Dorthy Sowell, 311 rmington; Mrs. Cora Poyner,
ts by amounts ranging from 10 from 350 to 207 tons, 35 to 45 for this
busine- breakthrough in the clouds their size, than banks and
my
from
time
much
so
Irvin, Murray; Mrs. Jewel 907 Olive St., Murray; Mrs. MaSo.
1930's,
the
since
percent
50
to
percent reduction.
Hutchens, Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. vis Spiceland, Rte. 1, Calvert6
when TVA began its sediment
Clinch River at Speers Ferry ss that it had to suffer; but I'll overhanging the 820-840 area in mutual funds, and there has
Aileen Miller, Rte. 2, Kirksey; City.
sampling program.
(Scott County), Va. - from 336 never regret effort that got things the Dow Industrial average, been an above-average amount
William Parrish, Woodlavni Dr.,
Improved farming practices - to 242 tons , less than 10 percent this county had been neglected October might see the last of of trading in blocks, with one
the bear market, in a "repeat institution buying and another
on before.
winter cover crops, contour pla- reduction.
Of all the general elections performance of 1962 and 1966," selling the same stock, the firm
nting, field terracing, and shiftNorth Fork Holston River near
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
adds. The trend over the next
ing hill lands from row crops Gate City, Va. - from 304 to in my memory or any one else the firm adds.
few weeks probably will depend
to permanent pasture - now re- 210 tons, 10 to 15 percent reduc- that I have talked to, none com13000 000 OUOU
The "most likely preliminary heavily on the behavior of
pares with this one. There is
duce erosion and slow the water tion.
4 Growing out of
ACROSS
MOO 000 ODMU
especially
that
Institutional
money,
contest
and
prognosis
/or
the
U.S.
economy
5 Weakens
Emory River at Oakdale, north but one real
runoff after storms so that less
MODEM 000000
Dress
6
-Satiate
1
OMMOE
MOM
Soil is carried into streams. Re- of Harriman, Tenn. - from 145 is for State Representative bet- next year," according to Paine, mutual fund and pension fund
protectors
5 Posed for
7 Golf mound
M000 MOS
portrait
forestation of idle and eroding to 135 tons, less than 10 percent ween Max Hurt and Guy Lovins. Webber, Jackson & Curtis, is a money, the firm says.
8 Mast
&Reach across
OMO SUMO MOM
--It's a shame that two gentler combination of inflation and
land and tire protection for exist- reduction.
9 Peel
1 2 Bobbin of a
OU
MOD
OD
men of their character and abil- recession. Inflationary tenden- The U.S. economy is in for a
10 Appellation of
weaver's
ing forests also have helped reMOOR
GOB
OMO
Athena
shuttle
a
than
between
rather
adminischosen
cies
would
reflect
the
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AT 57 -Her native
Norway and skating enthusiasts the world over are
mourning Sonia Henie, who
succumbed to leukemia in an
ambulance plane en mull
from Paris to Oslo. She won
10 world ,skating titles. including three Olympic titles,
before becoming' a film star..
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1968 VICEROY trailer, 17 sW,
located at University Heights
Trailer Court. Phone 783-8291
0-18-C
aft‘r 10:00 a. m.
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Do Cats Eat Birds?
Seldom, Says Society_

CLEAN rues, like new, so easy
to do with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Big E.
0-18-C

!SAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Iasi Is Pew leis
AUTOS FOR SALE
NOTICE
NOTKA
1989 HONDA, 450, 3,000 miles.
•
;MEE-BEDROOM BRICK on 5
FOUR MLLES south of Murray
Phone
753-8482 after 5:00 p. m.
1088
CREVELLE
four
door se--Awes good iand with deep well
Oh 121, resit good twobedroom
0-20-C
dan, V-8 engine, ear conditionaad buildirog. Suitable for cleanroom,
living
laa-ge
w it h
ed,
low
mileage.
New
car
tradepp shop. This is located 44
NICE COPPERSKIN sweet podining room and kitchen, bath
in, $1795.00. Parker Ford Used tatoes. Please bring your conmiles southeast of Mummy. A
and plenty of storage. Nine acres
Car
Dept.
Corner of 7th and tainers. Cooper Jones at Jones'
good buy.
HOME OF BEAUTIFUL
with an exceptionally fine brick
Main. Phone 753-5273. 0-18-C Mill. Phone 247-5283.
0-9-C
108 ACRE FARM on black-top
better
the
one
of
home. This is
road, 50 acres open kand, 40 in locations and you should see
1967 CHEVROLET pick-up, cus- MATCHING END TABLES and
bottom with 2 barns and 14 acre this house.
tom cab, long wide bed. V-8 en- coffee table and two lamps that
corn base. Price only $125.00
gine, automatic transmission. match. Call 753-6392.
0-17•C
A NEW HOME on one acre of
TVs and STEREOS
per acre.
New truck trade-in. $1795-00.
land. The house has three bedA NICE 3-BEDROOM home with rooms, large den and kitchen
Parker Ford Used Car Dept. LAYING HENS, 50e each.
aluminum aiding, near Univer- combination. Dining room, enCorner of 7th and Main. Phone Down's Poultry Farm on Consity on Ryan Ave. This is a good trance foyer, large living room
75A-5273.
0-18-C cord Road. Phone 753-5147.
0-17•C
value for your home or rental and located across from fairOnly CURTIS-MATHES gives you the 8-Year Pro-Rate
property. Owner will sell or grounds. Owner will rent with
1967 MUSTANG hardtop, auto- USED AND NEW Spinet pianos
Picture Tube Warranty. 2 Full Years-6 Years Pro-Rate.
trade for home with small acrematic transmission. Radio, white and organs. Authorized Baldwin
age, neer Murray.
THREE-BEDROOM frame on
wall tires. New car trade-in. dealer. Lonardo Piano ComCURTIS-MATHES Has Total
Our
.
.
Yes
.
THREE-BEDROOM brick home North 17th Street. Has a trans$1495.00 Parker Ford Used Car pany. "Across from post office",
Color!
Automatic
13%
acres, 8 miles from ferable loan and is a real nice
and
Dept. Corner of 7th and Main. Paris, Tennessee.
0-17-C
Murray, just west of Coldwater. place. Can be bought cheaper
Phone 753-5273.
0-18-C
LINTON OBOE, excellent coo
We esin MOW make you a special than you could rent.
1967 FORD four door sedan, V-8 dition. Call 753-6834 after 4:30
offer Osi this property,
WE HAVE several rental propengine, automatic transmission, p. m. Must sell.
0-17-P
A GOOD FARM. 92 acres south erties listed for sale. One on
air conditioned, power brakes.
of New Providence on blacktop. Vine near 6th. One an Olive and
TWO WARM MORNING stoves,
$1295.00. Parker Ford Used Car
All fenced and sowed down, Eighth. One on South lerth near
one with jacket, one without
Dept. Corner of 7th and Main.
with four-room house, four college. All ere rented and will
FAST, HONEST & RELIABLE REPAIR SERVICE
jacket Reasonable. Brigham
Phone 753-5273.
0-18-C
ponds and 29 acne corn base. pay for themselves.
EXPERTS ON COLOR
Futrell, 753-5724.
0-17-C
Priced below $300.00 per acre. THREE NEW brick homes. One
753-5865
Phone
312 North 4th Street
1963 CORVAIR bus nine pasTWO ACRES. Good building on Keeneland one on Parklane
FOUR VOGUE TIRES; custom
senger, four speed transmission,
sites on black-top road, No. 732, and one on Shady Lane. These,
built white wall. G-78-14"-fits
Ford
Parker
$395.00.
radio.
near Kentucky Lake. Special you need to see and make a bid.
8-25-14", 6 ply tread (4-14
of
7th
Comer
Dept.
Used
Car
price, $1200.00.
Polyester cord, 2-ply Fiberglass
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
WE HAVE several farms situatand Main. Phone 753-5273.
TO BUY-ace us. To sell-list ed in practically all sections of
belt), 4-ply sidewalls (Polyester)
0-18-C reinforced
with us. Licensed in both Ken- the county ranging from 28 NICE three-bedroom trailer for WANTED: Stock boys, checkglass belt. Guaranera
and
meat
wrapper.
Apply
bays.
733-5106
college
in
Phone
tucky and Tennessee.
teed 50,000 miles, also all read
FATRIANE
door,
1984
V-8
four
acres up. If you are interested after 500 p. se.
person
Food
at
Owen's
Market,
TYC
IPULT081 YOUNG Realty, 413 in a farm call us for an apautomatic transmissioo, hazards. Call 753-2567 after 8
1409 West Maim.
0-18-C engine,
and Maple Streets. Office phone wail:meet.
SIX-ROOM unfurnished apartradio. New car trade-in. $750.00. p. m. or contact Johnnie B. at
753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton WE HAVE several listings out meat, air conditioned, carpet- CURB HOP wanted. Night shift, Parker Ford Used Car Dept. 114 N. 14th Street, Murray.
Young 753-4946, R. B. Patten in the county and some on the ed. Call 753-8175.
0-17-P
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or Corner of 7th and Main. Phone
son 438-5897, Ishmael Stinson lake and building lots in sev048-C PRACTICALLY NEW
female. Apply in person to Dare 753-5273.
Maytag
7534334.
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
eral locations.
wringer washer, $65.00. Crank
0-18-C TIES IS NOT a complete list of SPACIOUS and extra nice two- phone calls please.
TFC
shaft for a '59-'61 Rambler Clas
bedroom apartment. CompleteTHREE ACRES ground, seven our listings and If we don't have ly furniebed. Adjacent to MSU WANTED: Someone to do light
sic. Call 753-8683.
0-20-C
FOR SALM
room house, all kinds outbuild- what you_ Were we probably campus. Faculty members pre- housekeeping and also baby sitFRAME
your
organ,
Reed
17
CENTURY
sentimental
19TH
picings, plenty of good water. know where we cee Pot L
ferred. Available now. 'nicker ting. Must have own transportsstops, plays well, $85.00. Phone tures and valuables for safe
Close to black-top. Pond full of COME IN at your convenience Realtor Co., 753-4342, 202 Maand
Phone
references
753
435-5175.
0-18-C keeping and wall groupings. 200
fish. Sell at a good price. Phone or call us at:
0-18-C 8928.
ple St
0-21-C
beautiful frames to choose from.
753-4837.
0-20-P WILSON REALTY CO., Across
DYED TO MATCH sweaters and 3-7 day service. Also original
from Post Office, phone 753- APARTMENT, 2 blocks from
skirts, size 9. $6.00 a set. Three Road.
BY
OWNER: Two-bedroom 3263 or Nights call Wayne Wil- _hospital, groumd floor, furnish
costs, are 16. Phone 753-8157.
frame house. Electric heat, fen- son, 753-5806; BID Adams, 753- ed or unfurnished. Older cou0-18-C ANTENNA and rotor. Vernon
ced in back yard, close to Uni- 5457; Edna Knight, 753-4910; or ple or lady preferred. Call 753versity and grade school. Phone Charles McDaniel, 753-41105.
Wilson, 509 South 6th., phone
0-18-P
8898.
BARBER SHOP Equipment.
753-8719.
TFC
753-1305.
0-23-P
0-18-C
Two Padairs barber chairs, waHOUSE TRAILERS, one two1987 IMPALA sport coupe, 283
ter tank, cabinets, mirrors, etc.
14 FT. BOAT, trailer, 35 horse
bedroom and one three-bed
has an outstanding growth All $125.00. Phone 753-5116.
engine, automatic transmission.
0-22-e motor. A-1 condition. Phone 753room. Both are extra nice
opportunity for a gradeate
Cane owner. Will consider trade
WANTED TO BUY
8319.
0-20-P
Phone 753-3896.
0-18-C
accountant. If interested,
far o/der car. Phone 753-4353.
send your resume or write DINETTE TABLE with six
0-18-F WE ARE paying over market
NOTICE
chain in real good condition.
price for corn. Farmington
to:
0-20-C
Call 402-8658.
OWNER: 38-acre term. Sweet Feed Mill, Farmington, COMMERCIAL building. Excel•
GENTLE Racking Mare. Good
brick crate house with Kentility. Pheme /1116-2226 tir lard location, paved parking.
Available now.- Photte 753-3895.
for 'anyone. $150.00. Phone 753himesnent. % mile ohlaek- 545-2681.
0-20-C
$;./
0-18-C
0-20-C
1348.
0-18-C
Phone 753-6407

TV SERVICE CENTER
CURTIS-MATHES

• s Punic

Shop and Compare . . .
Quality, Price and Warranty

18 Months Free Home Service
. . . Not 1 Year!
Big Discount On All '70 Model TVs
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WANTED

Multi-Plant Co.

The Celotex
Corporation

AUTOS FOR SALE

4(A0100
,
.0
-

luren

COMINO MOTO

P. O. Box 1090,
Paris, Tenn. 38242
An equal opportunity
employer
0-18-C

WANTED
Used Volkswagen. PRIVATE LOT for trailer, waPlease phone 753-7753. 0-21-P ter furnished Phone 753-4622.
1968 OLDSMOBILE Tornado
0-21-C
with MI the extras. 1968 GTO
with all power NMI factory air.
NOTICE
NOTICE
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of fith and Main. 0-18-C

THREE-ROOMS of nice furniture with four rooms available
0-20-P
Phone 753-3751.
GORCERY STORE for sale or
Trade at South Marshall, doing
good business and the price is
right. Reason for selling; Doctor
said "Get Out'.' Come and see it
or call Benton 527-8049. 0-23-P

1968 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan with factory Mr and power. Black vinyl root. 1968 Pontiac Catalina four door hardtop
with factory air and power.
Black vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main.

NOTICE

1966 PLYMOUTH four door sedan. 1964 Ford Custom V-8 four
door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner cd 6th and
Main.
0-18-C

SAF-T-BILT

TIRES

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
General repair work and additions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C
WILL DO ironing in my borne.
Phone 753-9681.
0-21-NC
WILL KEEP small infant in nay
home. Phone 753-7594. 0-21-C
PROFESSIONAL Carpet Cleaning, floor stripping and re-waxing in your home or office.
Cheek special rates this month.
Murray Carpet and Floor care.
Phone 753-9272.
0-21-P

1965 FORD Falcon two door sedan. Six cylinder automatic.
1988 Chevy II Nova station wagon. 283 V-8, automatic, power
steering. Cale and Taylor Gull
Corner of 6th and Main.
0-18-C

Black Top
Paving

1959 CHRYSLER Windsor four
sedan. Local car. 1959 Olds
our door hardtop with air
and power. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.
0-18-C

S

CHEVROLET pick-up true k.
1943 Ford Galaxie 500 four door
sei!lan with factory air. Power
windows, six-way seat, power
steering and brakes. Locally
owned. Vain.rand Taylor G ul f
Station illation Corner of 6th
and Main.
048-C

OWEN'S
FOOD MARKET
'arcs

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

1965 BUICK LaSabre four door
3ectan. Local car. 1963 Pontiac
Bonneville station wagon with
factory air and double power.
Tinted glass. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of fith and
Main.
0-18-C

1961 BUICK Skylark with factory air and power. Two door
hardtop. Brand new tires. 1968
Buick Skylark two door sedan
with console in the floor, with
factory air. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.
0-18-C

and

BETTER

circulatory

Homy in Thriller

1967 CHRYSLER 300 four door
hardtop with factory air and
power. Gold with black vinyl
roof. Automatic, console in the
floor. 327 motor. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th'
0-18-C1
and Main.
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
four door hardtop with factory
air and power. 1985 Olds 88 four
door hardtop with factory air
and power. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and
0-18-C
Main.

BIGGER

Bird killer-hardly ever says Amarican Feline Society.
•
By JERRY KLEIN
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
NEW YORK-International Cat Week starting Nov. 2 brings
•
no pause in the running fight about cats versus birds.
On one side are the .bird-lovers of America. On the other in
the American Feline Society-which is pointing to a recent report that it hopes will reconcile members of the two groups.
Bird fanciers have long claimed thar cats are a menace because they are ccnstantly on the prowl to grab and devour man'a
little feathered friends. "Not so!" cries the cat group, which
maintains that felines seldom molest birds.
In evidence, it can cite a survey that Wok nine months. Over
this period, veterinarians exgym*:
amined the stomachs of almost respiratory or
A
200 tabbies unfortunate enough toms.
.
to have lost their nine lives in
THE SOCIETY declares, "It
automobile accidents. •
Not one case seamed to show would seem just about imposthat a cat had been doting on sible for a cat to capture so
bird meat. The Feline Society bird." It says a bird's optical
notes "the complete absence bf system is such that it has
bird meat or even feathers" in wide field of vision, 160 degrees
from each eye; moreover, a.
the cats' digestive tracts.
bird's reflexes are almost five
In fact, the most common times greater than cat's!
substance found-almost 40 per
If our birds are flying into
cent of the tiltal-happettesi to trouble, the cat organization
be mouse mat. Next in order puts the blame on industrial
came such delicacies as "young population and growth.
For inrabbit" (15 per cent); rat (11 stance, sprays used over large
per cent, and table scraps (7 areas by farmers also kill
milPr cent).
lions of birds. The decrease in
trees takes away from 'their,
lioAnlIcEatRsIChAa more
n thandi20
shelter. Fume's and 'Chemicals'
have,
cated emitted by factories poison'
tried and found innocent, the their air and water. "Literally,"
society believes. "No cat is say the cat lovers, "birds are
quick enough to capture an falling prey to the lack of food:.
adult, uninjured healthy bird. starvation."
Scientific motion picture studies
And incidentally, they add,
tend to prove this," says the cats are suffering from some of
society.
these same causes, too. The soIn many cases, when cats are ciety points out that a "D.D.T.:
blamed for the death of birds, solution on a blade of grass can..
the society believes other fac- kill a cat, too!" Unclean drinktors are the true causes-usu- ing water and rash hunters also
ally ailments of the digestive, are proving the nemeses of cats:-

No Jobs Too
Small or Large
To Be
Appreciated
Free Estimates

YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay
check on the price of these tires!

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-7575
Itch

OPPORTUNITY
RIGHT IN THE
PALM OF
YOUR
HAND
*SELL tririi

contact:

A. Z. FARLEY

.CAIN & TAYLOR

Phone 753-5502

GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth & Main

The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
2. PERFORMANCE
First total automatic color on
the market.
3. NAME BRAND - Magnavox.
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
WHAT WE HAVE

Get tickee, say where
4
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)LONDON (UPI) - The railGermany's Romy Schneider will
play the lead in MGM's "Hush- road station at Stratford in East
A-Bye Murder" to be filmed- in London has put up a sign reading -- in Chinese -- "Please State •
London.
Your Destination."
A British Rail official ex* * *
plained: "There's rather a large z
Now is the time to get bird
Chinese population and many
feeders ready for their winter
don't speak English. Sometimes
visitors. Wash the removable
ticket clerks asked them where
parts in a pail of hot soap or
they were going and couldn't I
detergent suds, using an old
be understood. On one occatoothbrush to work thick lather
sion, tempers flared and a clerk
into crevices. Then rinse, drain
got punched in the eye."
dry, and reassemble.

Between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m.
jibe

Phone 753 5162

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars
(
•
1..
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Blood River

THE

Funeral is Today
For Rudy Smith

(Continued From Page 1)

LEDGER

Government
To Ban Use
Of Cyclamates

&

TIMES

Hospital Report

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY — OCTOBER 18, 1969

Information James Clary Quotes From The News

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
Census — Adults .... 101
(Continued From Page 1)
Census — Nursery ... 3
The funeral services for Rudy
delivered the ninety-nine an(Continued Freon Page 1)
Admissions, October 16. 1%9 revenue". The Watershed lakes
Smith of 111 North 12th Street
flual sermons.
GAINESVLLLE, Fla. — Sen. Joseph Tydings, D.-Md., warn
Mrs. Christine Southard, EU built so for are not suitable for his wife, Mrs. Phyllis Brooke
will be held today at two p.m.
Tuesday Session
1, Murray; Master Micheal Ed- public use and any attempt to Clary of Murray Route One; ing that this country's population is growing too fast:
The Tuesady morning session at the chapel of the J. H. Churwards, F'ennyrile State Park, open them to the public would three daughters, Miss Elaine
on October 21 will start at 9:30 chill Funeral Home with Bro.
"If nothing is done to slow the baby boom America is ex
Dawson Springs; Mrs. Gladys place an additional burden on Clary of Gallup, N. M., Miss periencing, we will be forced to
am. at the Bethel Church at Alonzo Williams of Paducah oftax ourselves out of our accus
Spann, Route 4, Murray; Rand- local tax payers as land would Irene Clary of Los Angeles, tomed
Gilbertsville with the doctrinal ficiating.
high standard of living. Our much-prided progress wil
PALMER
CRAIG
A.
By
all
have
to
Pallbearer
be purchased, minimum Calif., end Miss Suzanne Clary
Thornton, 510 South 7th
s will be J. W. Wilsermon by Jerome F. Browne
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Street, Murray; Mrs. Marie Lae facilities erected and health of Murray Route One; two sis- become regress."
son, Onyx Ray, Connie Ford,
from 11:15 to 11:55.
Earl Warford, associations' Pat Shea, Ardath Canon, Will government will ban cyclam- siter, 21/7 South 12th Street, and safety standards met, be tura, Mrs. Ella Harrington of
CHICAGO — Leonard Weinglass, defense attorney for ths
Dallas, Texas, ant' Mrs, kbesie
missionary, will give an address H. Whitneli, Carnie Hendon, ates, an artificial sweetener Murray; Miss Deborah Fut, said.
"Chicago Eight," in an unsuccessful objection against the testiadded to many diet 'foods and 739 South 41st Street, Louis
"IlMtiielif have to be Grove of Los Angeles, Calif.
on "Hitherto-Henceforth" from maMai Nat.
Funeral arrangements are in- mony that defendant David Dellinger urged students to burn
10:10 to 10:35.
Burial will be in the Murray drinks, from general use in vile; Mrs. Naomi Beard, Route redug a few months after conThe other part of the morn- Cemetery with the arrange- foods and especially beverages, 1, New Concord; Mrs. Sylvia struction is baffling," the spok- complete but friends may call their draft cards a month before the Democratic National ConDoran, 711 Main Street, Mur esmen said. "Channels are sub- at the Max H. Churchill Funeral vention:
ing program will include re- ments by the J. H. Churchill it was learned today.
The low-calorie sweetener
ject to a curing period after Home.
ports by J. Frank Young, re- Funeral Home where friends
"The U.S. government cannot prosecute a man for what he
will still be aVailable for people ray; Miss Kathy Tucker Har construction with some time be
marks of representatives from may calL
thinks or says when there is no danger in what he thinks or
Hall,
Box
804
MSU,
Murray,
Baptist Student Union, JonaMr. Smith, age 78, died Thurs- who need it for medical rea- Mrs. Dawn Hayes, Box 92, Sha- jag required for stabilization
says."
and maintenance could have to
than Creek Assembly, Mid-Con- day at the Murray-Calloway sons, HEW Secretary Robert dy Oaks Trl. Crt., Murray;
Mrs. be done soon after constructi
H.
expected
Finch
to
is
anon
tinent College, and Campbells- County Hospital. His wife, GerCodell Williams, Route 3, Mur- to prevent
WASHINGTON — President Nixon, calling for monetary remalfunction of the
ville College, election of offic- tie, died July 8 of this year. He nounce the decision today at a ray; David Bogard,
523
Whitstraint by government, business, labor and consumers:
conference
scheduled
press
.
channel."
ers, and miscellaneous business was born October 19, 1890, to
"I call upon all Americans to bear the burden of restraint
Dr. Herbert Ley Jr., food and man Street, Murray; Baby boy The Tax Compensation Base
before the adjournment at noon. the late Sere Smith and Caldadministration commiss- McCormick, Route 8, Benton; of all Watershed Districts was
drug
in their personal credit and purchasing decisions, so as to reduce
The Tuesday evening sess- on.a Ray Smith. He was a retirioner, refused to comment Fri- William Skinner, 1667 Ryan, frozen by House Bill 1, which
the pressures that help drive prices out of sight."
ion will be held at the Lake- ed rural mail carrier.
Murray; Roy Burkeen, Route 1,
Funeral services for Miss
night.
day
was passed by the Legislature
view Church at Benton starting
Survivors include one sister,
+
Dexter;
Mrs.
McCuiston
Donna
Sue
Elsie
will be
Lovett, 408 in 1965. This law
"I'm sorry, the secretary is
prevents an held Sunday
at seven p.m. with the scrip- Mrs. Minnie Bucy; three nieces,
NEW YORK — Clifton R. Wharton Jr., newly-elected presiNorth 5th Street, Murray; Mrs.
at
p.m.
one
at
the
having
conference
press
a
toincrease in taxes. The present
ture and prayer by Roy Brown, Mrs. Ruth Blackwood, Mrs. Meldent of Michigan State University, the first Negro head of a
Kate Peery, New Concord; Mrs.
Board of Directors or the in- chapel of the Max H. Churchill
T. G. Shelton will give the vin Spangler, and Mrs. Alton morrow morning," he said.
major
American school, on the process that led to his selection:
Lthel
Rogers,
Box
Funeral
Home
363,
with
Bro.
Walter
Mw-ray;
However, it was learned that
coming Directors will have to
missionary sermon from 7:10 Kidwell; one nephew, Smith
Mrs. Juliet Hart, 804 W. Main abide
"The most important consideration was on the basis of my
Pigg, Jr., officiating.
order
an
immediatel
banning
y
by
the
law.
to 7:35. Heyward G. Roberts Bucy.
Burial will be in the Mc- qualifcations and not whether I was black or not."
production of cyclamates for Street, Murray; Herbert Bailey,
The spokesman for the sowill report on obituaries from
Olive,
806
Murray;
Mrs.
Bergeneral
use foods would be pubcalled "opposition Group" stat- Cuiston Cemetery with the ar7:55 to 8:05 followed by "A Lay.
lished in the federal register ta Brant, Puryear, Tenn,
ed that the indebtedness of rangements by the Max H.
man's View of Jonathan .Creek"
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
Dismissals
Tuesday.
the
District would have to be Churchill Funeral Home where
by Castle E. Parker.
FOOTBALL SCORES
friends
may
call.
Beverages
using
the
paid
artificis
so the voters could eliminMrs. Dorothy Orten, Route 2.
Darrell Cruse, missionary
McCuiston,
Miss
age
nine,
sweetener
(Continue
would be banned Murray; Mrs. Wanda Bailey and ate the tax, he continued. The
d From Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
tc North Brazil will present the
Paducah Tilghman 39 Murray 21
died Thursday at 4:15 p.m. at
closing message on Tuesday and Mrs. W. Harmon Ross were from store shelves by Jan. 1 baby boy, Route 1, Murray; Mrs. truth of the matter is that both the Children's Hospital, Detroit,
Trigg County 40 Lone Oak 6
and
all
other
general
use
East
foods
and
Judy
West
Murley
Fork Districts
and baby boy, 207
from 8:25 to 9:00 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Byrd,
Ft. Thomas Highlands 17 Dixie
Mich.
high
now.
It's
in
front
containing
of
the
cyclamates
would
have
be
always operated within
South 11th Street, Murray; Mrs.
The song service and the Mary Elizabeth and Richard
Heights 6
She is survived by her par- city hall.
Willadene Walker and baby their budgeted Unfits and are
singing of the Centennial Song Byrd, Paducah; Mrs. Vera Byrd, off the shelf by Feb. 1.
Franklin-S
impson 36, Bowling
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
Joe
The move toward a ban
girl, Route 2, Murray; Mrs. Lin- doing so today, he said.
will be led by Ronald M. Hamp Mrs. James Willard Haynes, Mr.
Green 6.
McCuiston, two sisters, Misses
gan
earlier
this
week
when
KRS
the
da
Revised
Witherspo
on and baby girl,
Statutes states Sandy
ton of Benton for the Tuesday and Mrs. Bill Haynes, Fulton;
and Cindy McCuiston, We have an election on Tues- Mayfield 36, Henderson Co. 0.
morning and evening sessions, Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Howell, Department of Health, Educa- 1104 Mulberry, Murray; Master that no District can be voted and two brothers, Joe
Caldwell Co. 9 Hopkinsville
David day, November 4.
tion
and
Welfare was apprise Dan Robertson, 1625 Hamilton, out until ag obligations have
while the song service and cen- Mr. and Mrs. Hershall Brown,
and
Timmy
Ray
McCuiston,
all
of
research
done
by
a
private
been
met.
Murray;
This
Mrs.
includes
Virgie
all a- of Southgate, Mich.; grandpar- Reading where you can
tennial song will be directed by Mr. and Mrs. James Byrd, and
Furches,
remove Original cast
W. R. Howard at the Monday Glen Byrd, Crutchfield; Mr. laboratory linking the sweeten- Route 7, Box 334, Murray; Mrs. greements entered into, along ents, Mrs. Fay Sumner
and Mr. 55 per cent of the DDT from for "Hope"
er
with
cancer
in
rats.
The
with
re
Edmonia Spann, 502 South 2nd
financial obligations. The
and Wednesday evening sess- and Mrs. J. Turney Davie, Mr.
fish
by frying them in deep
and Mrs. Jim Schofield of Highions.
and Mrs. John Wyane Davie search showed that malignant Street, Murray; Miss Janice burden of taxes could be re- land Park, Mich.;
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)-George
great grand- fat. We have a feeling that the
tumors of the bladed developed Hooks, 1659 Ryan Ave.,
duced
after
the
and
construction mother, Mrs. Joe B. McCuiston poor fish would just as
children, Jan, John, and
Wednesday Session
MurEliding, who created the role of
soon
after
the
test
animals
had
been
ray;
phase
Elvis
of
the Watershed is comLamb, Route 1, Kirk"God's Achievements Thr- Mason, Hickman; Mr. and Mrs.
keep the DDT.
the champion fight manager on
of New Concord.
ough Blood River Baptists" will Bill Byrd, David Byrd, Mr. and heavily dosed with cyclamates sey; Mrs. Thelma Emerson, 1307 pleted with the cooperation of
Broadway,
will be the fifth actor
HEW
then
put
its own people W. Main, Murray; Mrs. Lloraine all concerned.
be the theme of the address by Mrs. Billie Ray Roberts and
in the original (ast to be seen in
"Also the opposition spokes14. C. Chiles at the closing sess- children, La Donne, Mark Al- to work to determine whether Maggard, 807 North 20th St.,
Our watch band either stretch- the film
version of "The Great
Murray; Mrs. Betty Dodd, 913 . man said that the District had
ion of the association on Wed- len, and Eric Roberts, Murray; the findings were valid and
ed or our wrist got smaller, White
NOW YOU KNOW
whole
Hope."
matter
placed
was
befo
North 18th Street, Murray; Mas- introduced 12 proposals to the
nesday, October 22, at seven Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Morgan
which caused the watch to be
a panel of the Natipnal
ter Mark English, 904 Story U.S. Army Corps of Engineers by United Press Internation
p.m. at the First Baptist and Hope Morgan, Benton.
al at any point around our arm. TV movie
demy
of Science which a
Murray; Norman Bennett, Route ,l which would entail a massive
Church, Murray.
The address of the Marine is
Plastic surgery was used as Went to Furches Jewelry and
with the findings.
1, Almo; Mrs. Euple Colson, Rt. ' spending program that would early as 900
HOLLYWOOD - (UPI)—Gary
H. F. Paschall, pastor, First as follows:
"
B.C. by the Hindus, they took out a couple of links
Although HEW has no evi 1, Almo; Mrs. Gilla Windsor, cost the tax payer san
Baptist
Church,
estimat- generally for restoration of the which tightened it up to where Collins and John Dehner will
Nashville, P.F.C. William H. Ross 2589464
ence to indicate that cyclamatest Route 2, Murray, (c/o Jewell , ed $18,000,000. Such is mis- nose
Tenn., and former president of
Box 2580 C and E. Bn.
sliced off by authorities it was just right. Didn't charge top the cast of Paramount's
cause cancer in humans, it ik Byrd); Mrs. Lovie Pritchett, Box leading, as the present estimate for
the Southern Baptist Conventmovie=for-television,'the 90-minus a thing either.
M. C. R. D. San Diego,
various offenses.
obliged to act under fede 61, Dexter; Rudy Smith (Expir- of the Corps is $600,000 for
ute "House on the Hill."
ion, will give the message at
California 92140.
imlaw
when
food
additivies are ed), Ill North 12th Street, Mur- provements of the trunk stream
the closing session.
determined to cause cancer i ray.
channel
ia Federalh
t e aar dioclb
A concert by the Baptist Stuboth
andthf forks.tmhe
h
humans or animals.
dent Union Choir, Leonard Jen- Lacey in Holmes
local tax
The
FDA
has
already
payers
recomwill have to furnish only
kins, director, will be from
mended that daily intake o
HOLLYWOOD
the right-of-way which is esti (UPI)
7:10 to 7:30 p.m. on WednesBritish
character
mated to be a strip of land
day.
actress cyclamates be limited to 3,500
equal to the present channel
The session will close with Catherine Lacey has been cast milligrams for an adult and 1,bed. Further, no local District
the report of the committee on for a role in Billy Wilder's "The 800 milligrams for a child.
could require the U.S. Army
resolutions by John Stringer Private
Life
of
Sherlock
The regular lathes day of Corps of Engineers to carry
Holmes."
and Charles G. Simmons.
out
bridge will be held at the Oaks any proposal," he said.
All Baptists in the associat* * *
Country
Club
on
Wednesday
at
"There
ion are urged to attend the
is no opposition to
9:30 a.m
the candidates, which appeared
sessions marking the 100th Baxter questing
Mrs.
Billie Ray Roberts, in the article,
meeting of the Blood River
rlo ab
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
phones 753-2259 and 753-8311, County, the spokesman
Group.
said, and
Anne Baxter will play a guestwill
be
the
hostess.
Members
Revival
no
services
tax
will
be held
payer will vote in the
star role in an episode of
at the First Assembly of God should make reservations by coming November 4th election.
Raymond Burr's "Ironside" teleChurch, South 16th Street and Tuesday.
Whether taxes are raised for
I RUMOR
vision series.
Glendale Road, from October
Watershed purposes in the comon stage
*5*
19-26.
ing years will depend on the
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Jack
The services will be held each Taylor
status of House Bill 1 and the
in cameo
Lemmon will return to the stage
evening at 7:30.
action of the Watershed DirectVienna became a center of
to star in "Idiot's Delight" at the
Rev. J. T. Parish, ordained
ors serving the District if said
HOLLYWO
OD
((IPI)
Eliza- Bill
Los Angeles' Center Theater foreign trade during the 12th Baptist minister, will be the beth
should be eliminated or
Taylor
will
play a surprise
Century.
(AVAILABLE WITH $25 DEPOSITS)
speaker. The public is invited
Group next March.
cameo role with husband Richard revised by the State Legislatto attend.
Burton in "Anne of The Thous- ure", the spokesman concluded.
and Days."
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SEEN & HEARD . ..

William H. Ross

Insured Federal Savings & Loan Associations
Have Made A

Ladies Day Bridge
Planned At Oaks

BIG DIF
FER
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E
For Savers!

Revival Planned At
Assembly Of God

1. 1/4% DIFFERENCE on both certificates
& regular savings.
2. THE DIFFERENCE is QUALITY in tableware

Ugh!—Uh-huh! Quinn Plays Injun, Again!
By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD—There was a
time, not so many years ago,
when Anthony Quinn would
have turned down -- and with
vehemence-the role of the Indian which he plays today in
"Nobody Loves Flapping
Eagle."
He resented, as many another
actor has, the fact that because
he is a Mexican, he was never
cast in any other dimension.
"I was a Mexican or an Indian
for the first 10 years of my career and it looked like I would
never be anything else at least
on the screen."
But Quinn broke away from
that in 1947 when after 20 "native" roles he went to New York
to appear in "The Gentleman
from Athens," then to head the
national companies of "A
Streetcar Named Desire" and
"Born Yesterday" in none of
which, it is perfectly clear, did
he play a Mexican.
At that time, and from then
on until recently, if anybody
had offered Quinn the role of
an Indian he would have hurled
the offer and offerer out the
window. In Europe he became
a big star. playing Italians and
Grteks and then a French painter named Gaughin in "Lust for
Life." By the time he had portrayed the English historical
figure Becket with Laurence
Olivier. Quinn was wilting to
admit he had won his point.
• * •
-IN A WAY," Anthony says,
-I have come full circle I supGuinn on Indian, again.
pose I ha,•e been preparing myself for 'Flapping Eagle' since
However, to Make sure he
birth.doesn't lose his hard - fought
"Flapping Eagle" is a con- gains to prove that a man's
- tenituirary Indian who tries to nationality or skin tone makes
„Med his people in a protest no difference to the roles he
niuvu'mtut. but doesn't know can play. Quinn grops his Inhow to do it. The picture is dian image immediately after
comic. sad and significant. And this .picture. He will ten play
Quinn is Pappy to be playing a • college dean (Or '''anley
Kt
‘‘h.it he thmks is "the greatest Kramer in -RPM.- a campus
Iniii.in role of all."
.revolt story.

Quinn recently portrayed an
Italian mayor for Kramer in
•'The Secret of Santa Vittoria."
And after "RPM" he will play
a German in "Homo Faber." He
was also a Tennessee farmer in
"A Walk in the Spring Rain."
"You see," Anthony smiled,
"there's no end to the roles a
Mexican like me can play."
Quinn thought so much about
his current Indian role that he
wrote a 45-page analysis of the
character. "I tried to figure out
what his family life was like
his sex life, his ambitions and
frustrations. I tried to make
him a whole man, at least in
my mind.",
• • •
QUINN has no trouble writing--he completed the first of
his three-part autobiography
while on the set. And would
often carry on an interview
with us while also longhandwriting hi., life story.
When not writing, Anthony
spends his time on the set playing chess out in the open, not
in his super-deluxe, star's airc..-nditioned trailer. Another top
star spends his spare time between takes in the same'manner, and has been doing it for
at least 20 years. He's John
Wayne and we'd like to match
the two seine day in chess or
on screen.
Now, Quinn considers Italy
his home and he has a villa
near Rome. That's where he
met and married Yolanda this
second wife and w h e -r e his
three boys were born,-However,
he has been unablirgo return
there, for his last three films
were made in the U.S.
Now that. Quinn has found
his way back to the U.S.
and
Row that he knows . tor sure he
wL)I never again HAVE to play
another Mexican or an Indian,
unless he wants to some of his
friends believe that it is not
InirVfgAthrIVIIVINISPItifini.-fir resettle in America. Heap big
Wampum here'
.
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